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Executive Summary

This Master Thesis makes use of cultural and marketing-perspectives for future recruitment and 

retention in Danish sports shooting.

The topic in this thesis is about the Danish organization of DGI’s shooting-branch. The problem 

formulation concerns the declining members at the DGI-Shooting clubs. Two of these clubs, Lyngby

and Skovshoved, were analyzed in order to give insight into the organizational problems regarding 

retention and recruitment in the sport. The shooting-sport in Denmark has a distorted distribution 

among its member-segments, primarily concerning females and youth-segments. Due to the lack 

of narrow explored field of this paper, a case study-approach was chosen. 

The youth-segment is of primary concern, since they this segment will carry on the sport in the 

future.

To help solve these problems, both marketing-models and cultural aspects have been included in 

the paper. In my analysis I unearthed the internal function of the shooting clubs, and that the 

macro-environmental factors, to some extend, affect the overall agenda of the clubs. 

In order for me to help determine future actions of the clubs towards youths, several qualitative 

interviews with children were conducted.

Another study had already unearthed some potential future actions to recruit and retain members 

for shooting-clubs, however the study was conducted in an American paper, and thus the cultural 

theory was used to analyze and discuss, if American initiatives would be successful in a Danish 

context.

The analysis finally gave me information to conduct a discussion for possible future initiatives, both

inside and outside the clubs to help combat the problems, which comprised into a final conclusion 

of initiatives.
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1. Introduction

The background for the interest of this paper was due to my self being a Danish sports-shooter and

firearms owner myself. The sport has its problems however, and in order for the sport to survive in 

the future, it is important that, especially, younger shooters practice the sport more. I see myself 

as sports-shooter that bridges both past and present aspects; I enjoy both shooting and history, 

but also computer games and media. I have learned throughout my education that the past and 

present aspects complement each other well into something that can benefit the future, which I 

hope to have accomplished with this paper.

The community has given me so much, and I hope can give something back, which could possibly 

be of help to the shooting-community. 

1.1 Forord

Tak til alle, som har medvirket til denne opgave og har brugt deres tid for min skyld. Tak, til alle de 

frivillige, som bidrager med deres store engagement, og som er med til at gøre sporten til det, den 

er. Tak til Skovsgaardsskolen og Mai Lauesen, Taarbæk Skole og Nadja Dellgren og alle eleverne, 

som har deltaget og har gjort projektet muligt. Yderligere tak til Michael Bartholdy, John 

Mortensen, Noah og Jeannette fra SIF og Lyngby Skyttelaug og Kristian H. Petersen fra 

Vaabensmeden. Jeg beklager, hvis jeg har glemt at nævne nogle, da så mange mennesker har 

bidraget, at jeg har haft svært ved at erindre det hele. 
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1.2. Firearms history and DGI sports shooting

The use of ammunition and firearms in civilian clubs in Denmark dates back to 1861, which began 

its purpose as a way for Danish civilians to defend their country in a hostile environment initiated 

as ‘De Danske Skytteforeninger or DDS’ (The Danish Shooting Clubs). This was mainly due to 

frictions with the neighbouring state of Prussia, and DDS members trained in weapon knowledge 

and conducted continuous shooting practice. However, today the purpose of the clubs is about 

shooting for fun and socializing with other members. In 2013 DDS merged with Danske Gymnastik- 

& Idrætsforeninger (abbreviated to DGI), and this merging resulted in two major clubs involved in 

sports shooting under DGI.

These two clubs are DGI-Skydning (DGI-Shooting), which is administered under the overall 

organization of DGI and Skydebaneforeningen Danmark (the Shooting-Range Association 

Denmark). Denmark has a unique situation when it comes to sports; DGI is a ‘popular’ sports 

organization, which enjoys the same economical allocation from the state as for example Olympic 

international sports and its clubs (Storm & Brandt, 2008, p. 130). 

These sports-clubs originally emanated in end of the 19th century from the political, spiritual and 

social movements of the day, focusing on fair play, Christian ideals and socialist ideals among 

others. These elements can still be traced in the clubs today, but are slowly being less prominent, 

and instead are becoming more activity and identity orientated (Ibid, p. 138).  

Today, there are three main communities, which make use of firearms and ammunition in 

Denmark on a civilian basis:  hobby-shooters, hunters and competition shooters, and each of these

categories have their own clubs as well. The members are often crisscrossing among the different 

communities, due to the relation of firearms and ammunition. Other forms of organizational 

shooting these communities includes ‘Company-shooting’ (shooting together with colleagues) 

(Danish, ‘Firmaskydning’) or military personal sports (Dansk Militært Idrætsforbund). Among 

adults, the most common way of exercising sports shooting is through an association (59 percent 

of shooters) while some do it by self-organizing events (45 percent) (Pilgaard & Rask, 2016, p. 119).
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1.3. Problem identification

The sports-clubs under DGI as a whole saw an increase of members between 2015-16, the number

of members reached 1.555.510, which was an increase of 31.427 or 2 percent from the year prior, 

while the shooting clubs under DGI declined from 51.050 to 49.386 which equals a decline of 

roughly 3.25 percent (DGI.dk, ‘Total members’). It should also be noted that in 2012, there were 

more u18 (under 18 of age) members of tennis than shooting, even though shooting is a bigger 

sport than tennis (Bjerrum, et al. 2012, p. 32). To illustrate the problem, which the sport faces, a 

progressive overview divided into age segments from 2012-2016, is shown bellow:

DGI-Skydning:

Age: 0-12: from 6.023 to 5.688. Decline: -335

Age 13-18: from 5.897 to 4.573. Decline: -1.324

Age 19-24: from 8.885 to 2.443. Decline: - 6.442

Age 25-59: from 37.437 to 23.951. Decline: -13.486

Age 60 +: from 15.027 to 12.731. Decline: - 2.296

Total member decline: 23.213 (see appendix 1 ‘DGI members’)

Even though all age groups are declining, a focus on the young segments from 0-12 and 13-18, may

be an important investigation, for the future of sports shooting as a sport, thus the main question 

has been formulated as follows:

In order to retain member-numbers in the future in the shooting-sport in Denmark, what can the

clubs do to recruit and retain youth-shooters better?

The following sub-questions will assist in answering the main question:

- What are current marketing initiatives, which DGI conduct for youth involvement?

- What are the attitudes of young people towards sport and sport shooting?

- How is the macro-environment influencing sports shooting, and what is the effect?  

- How are the current operations internally and externally conducted at the shooting clubs?

- How can American investigations into a similar topic be of relevance?
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1.4. Structure of the assignment

The concrete examples of shooting clubs analysed in this paper are two clubs located in North 

Zealand, which also is a part of the Greater Copenhagen-area.

The nature of this paper can be viewed as a funnel which goes from general to more specific, as 

the overall organization of DGI and the macro-environment plays a role in overall agenda in local 

association-level.

Firstly, a general overview of the structure of the economical-aspect and mission of DGI, as well as 

sports in Denmark are explained. Secondly, an overview of the political environment is analysed.

Thirdly, interview-results both from the clubs and the possible ‘consumers’, the children are 

assessed are analysed which enable us to look at the current marketing initiatives and possible 

future initiatives to answer the main question.

The structure will consist of a desk research (chapter 1), an analysis (chapter 4), results from 

qualitative data (chapter 5), current marketing-mix of the clubs (chapter 6), cultural aspects 

(chapter 7), and a SWOT-analysis (chapter 8), This will enable us to discuss possibilities and a new 

marketing-mix and possible initiatives for the clubs (chapter 9 and 10) which will result in the final 

conclusion (chapter 11).

1.5. Literature review

Both Danish and American papers, journals and web pages initiated inspiration for the paper. A 

Danish paper from 2012, named ‘Skydeidrætten i Danmark’ (The Shooting Sport in Denmark) was 

used as a basis for many generalizations in this paper; however it was lacking a concrete 

perspective on youth-shooters and their perspectives. Furthermore, the shooting-community and 

has also seen changes both in terms of dissolution of DDS and the implementation of, the overall, 

DGI 2020 Strategy.  

American culture is known for its liberal gun-culture, and thus the academic insight given by 

American authors was the most intuitive inspiration. At the time when the report was completed, 

in 2008, ‘The Future of Hunting and Shooting Sports’ by the Responsive Management/National 

Shooting Sports Foundation (RM/NSSF) was one of the largest and most comprehensive studies 

ever conducted with regards to sports shooting and hunting done over a course of 3 years 

(RM/NSSF, 2008, p. 193). The report addresses similar problems among the American shooting-

communities, which served as influential inspirations for problems at hand.  
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Another sample of American-studies, where several analyses has been conducted, were the 

programs known as ‘4-H’ which involves sports-shooting among children and the future benefits 

for children involved in these programs. 

In order for me to find relevant data, IDAN or Idrættens Analyseinstitut (The Institute for Sports 

Research) was a source for research in Danish sports, including shooting where the latest large 

scale report was published in 2012, named ‘Skydeidrætten i Danmark’ (Sports-shooting in 

Denmark). The institute publishes a thorough, yearly and general sports-report, which looks into 

statistics and opinions in Danish society, among other subjects, and served as basis for data 

concerning sports in Denmark.

The shooting clubs in this paper are both members of the larger organization, DGI, which publishes

information about member-numbers and initiatives on its web page (DGI.dk). This provided the 

author with statistics and general projects among DGI’s shooting clubs, however in order to receive

a deeper explanation on the projects and opinions behind member-numbers.  Several sports-

consultants and other employees participated with much appreciated information, which could 

not have otherwise been retrieved from their web page, these include Rikke Kjeldgaard Jensen, 

Dorthe Overgaard, Tommy S. Haun, Henrik H. Brandt, Jakob Nielsen, Lars Høgh, Christian Jakobsen, 

Peter Forsberg and Preben Hermansen as well as Søren Bang from IDAN and Niels Pagel Jensen 

from DSkyU.

1.6. Delimitation

Due to the nature of this assignment, which is not conducted in a grand scale, the results should be

depended upon wisely. This was due to a limited period, which could have been more conclusive 

with an extended research; this resulted in a small number of interviews, which should not serve 

as a conclusive answer, as more data is needed on the topic.

Lyngby Skyttelaug is an association, which uses a public owned firearms-range (Lyngby-Taarbæk 

Municipality), which means that the range is also used by 8 other clubs, however Lyngby 

Skyttelaug is by far the largest of the clubs, which is why the paper will be based on this association

(lyngbyidraetsby.ltk.dk/skydebaner). In Gentofte municipality, there are two shooting-clubs: 

Skovshoved Idrætsforening and Hellerup Skyde-Selskab. However the Hellerup-association does 

not train/shoot in Gentofte, but instead it conducts its shooting on Amager or in inner Copenhagen

at the DGI-Byen, thus a focus on Skovshoved (gentofte.dk ‘Hellerup Skyde-Selskab). 
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Due to unfortunate health-related circumstances, which affected one of the leading figures of 

Skovshoved Shooting Assoicaion, arranged interviews at the association were not able to be 

conducted before the deadline of the paper. As I have been a shooter at Skovshoved, at the time of

writing, for five years the analysis was instead partly based on my personal experience and 

knowledge about the club. 

To be noticed, I was aware of the possible competition among the different clubs to attract more 

members, but it is not a direct objective of the clubs as they are both organized under the same 

organization, DGI-skydning. My objective was to look at how shooting in North Zealand can be 

more attractive to youngsters, and thus competition among clubs was not a main analysis.

2. Methodology

2.1. Market research

A ‘marketing research process’ was chosen as guidance to structure this paper which was based on

several authors, Burns, Bush and Shiu, as they have a fairly similar procedure in the marketing 

research process, which can be described as: ‘...the process of desiging, gathering, analyzing, and 

reporting information that may be used to solve a specific marketing problem.’(Bush & Burns, 

2014, p. 34-35). This process was divided into four phases which is also divided into several smaller

‘steps’, the four phases-guide is as follows: ‘determining the research problem’, ‘select the 

appropriate research design’, ‘execute the research design’ and ‘communicate the research results’,

which is pictured bellow (Shiu, et al. 2009, p. 51). 

Phase I: Determine the research problem

In this case, the research problem will be related to the problem statement of this paper: Burns 

and Bush (2014, p. 78) identify four research objectives which will tell the researcher what 

information must collected, these include: from whom is information to be gathered? What 
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information is needed? Specify the unit of measurement used to gather information and finally 

word questions used to gather the information from respondents.

If we want to know about the shooting clubs, we can answer whom we will have to ask the 

association and its members. 

The information needed has to maintain continuity in the interviews.

Phase II: Research Design

Although every research problem is unique, most research objectives can be met by using one of 

three types of research designs: exploratory, descriptive, and causal. The main objective behind all 

three is to serve as a master plan for of the methods used to collect and analyse the data (Shiu, 

2014, p. 61).

The exploratory research is unstructured and informal which is undertaken to gain background and

general information about the research problem in a more flexible manner in situations where 

additional or new information is needed regarding a problem, which can result in for example a 

pilot study. Descriptive research is useful to find out who, what, where etc., and can be useful via 

large population samples in order to help predict variable interests for example sales through 

methods like surveys. The third design is the causal, which helps understanding a problem through 

an approach of ‘If x, then y’. This makes the causal design a way to manipulate variables of interest 

to understand how changing factors change the effect of a problem (Burns & Bush, 2014, p. 101-

07).

Sports shooting in Denmark is a niche sport and to the author’s knowledge, is thus a fairly 

unexplored subject especially concerning children. This is why the ‘exploratory research’-design 

was chosen, which can be argued as the most suitable for several reasons. The author of this study 

did not have the resources to conduct a large scale, national investigation, and since exploratory 

research focuses on empirical generalizations about the group by providing inductive reasoning the

method appeared as a logical choice (Stebbins, 2012, p. 327-28). Furthermore, as deductive logic 

alone cannot uncover new ideas and observations, which was another reason for choosing 

exploration and inductive method as well (Ibid). Exploratory research can be used for, among 

others, identifying alternative courses of action and/or gain insights for developing an approach to 

the problem and establish proprieties for further research (Malhotra, 2010, p. 104). 
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Phase III: Execute the research design

This phase is an important key in the research design, since it will be here that the data will be 

collected, interpreted and transformed into structured information (Shiu, et al., 2009, p. 65). A 

method used to understand the field for the ignorant researcher is by gathering information from 

those thought to be knowledgeable on the issue(s) relevant to the research problem, which 

justifies the use of the association president and young shooters as possible sources (Burns & 

Bush, 2014, p. 102).

Phase IV: Communicate the research results

The last phase consists of findings and newly created information, which should be comprehend-

able to a non-research-orientated person (Shiu, 2009, p. 67). This is correctly performed by 

providing an accurate, clear and logical interpretation of results; this notion has resulted in several 

sub-conclusion, final conclusion and figures which illustrates both prior and current marketing mix,

SWOT-analysis (p. 53). Furthermore to accomplish an organized structure for the reader, a figure of

the progression of the paper has also been visualized, as well as an illustration regarding how the 

method, problem statement, theory, empirical data and conclusions all interact (Ibid, p. 669-70). 

2.2. Theoretical framework

In order to answer the main research question, several theories have been applied with regard to 

the marketing aspects of the shooting clubs; these include SWOT and 4P’s in order to analyse the 

shooting clubs actions in the sports-market. The SWOT gives a good starting-point for the analysis 

of the shooting clubs, while the 4 P’s (also known as the marketing-mix) are used as a marketing 

tool to help an entity to pursue its objectives in the target market, which in our case is the 

retention and recruitment of youths.

To analyze Danish society and the shooting community as well as the interviews conducted with 

the young people, cultural works by Geert Hofstede and Ronald Inglehart were applied. Hofstede 

and Inglehart’s theoretical framework both investigate the similarities and differences in cultural 

differences between countries, based on sets of variables and rankings. Inglehart uses a macro-

orientated perspective via his own empirical data, which represents values from 85 percent of the 

world’s population and is useful in that it offers equal aspects of all the countries in the survey 

(Inglehart, 2004, xiii). Hofstede’s theory is retrieved on the basis of more than 50 nations, which 
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argues help him interpret how each people carry a ‘mental program’, which has been formed by 

the culture they are raised in and are expressed through their values (Hofstede, 2001, xix). As both 

theories comprise large quantities of comparable data based on a similar evaluation system, they 

were regarded as appropriate to do an analysis on similarities and differences among Danish and 

American values.

As explained, the topic of this paper is scarcely investigated, however the findings in ‘Future-

Hunting’ are thoroughly processed, and has outlined recommendations to further actions 

regarding recruiting and retaining young shooters, and how it possibly affects the shooting-

community in the future. The question is, however, if these recommendations are applicable to a 

Danish context? This is the reason why a cultural aspect has been primarily chosen, as a tool for us 

to analyse an interrelated possibility of applying the American recommendations.

Combining the marketing approaches of SWOT and 4 P’s with the cultural theories could thus 

enable initiatives for a purposed future marketing mix.

2.3. Gathering of secondary and primary data

As explained, the papers makes use of secondary data from American papers, but also from DGI’s 

own web page because it both served as data for the overall environment but also as a source to 

investigate up to date information about the clubs, as the web page regularly delivers information 

and news about shooting sports in Denmark. Another secondary source to analyse the macro-

environment was via ‘Danmarks Statistik’, which is the central authority for statistics in Denmark 

and is organized under ‘the Ministry for Economic Affairs and the Interior’ (dst.dk ‘Om DS’).

For primary data, different types of interviews were conducted, as well as observations, which 

served the following purposes: Interviews with each subject enabled an individual understanding 

of the clubs and served as way to comprise a summary report to identify common themes (Burns 

& Bush, 2014, p. 158).

The interviews will serve as insight by representing perspectives from the association president at 

Lyngby, pupils, young shooters and consultants at the organization of DGI, as well as an analytical 

reflection on these interviews (Grønhaug & Ghauri, 2005, p. 109). Information about Skovshoved 

was gathered via observations.
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The initial ideas regarding the questions for the qualitative interviews with pupils originated from 

two aspects. One; My own experience as a (fairly young) shooter and what I perceive myself as 

exciting about the sport and two; conversations with consultants at DGI and their perspectives on 

the problems among young shooters. This initiated a process of interpretation, which resulted in 

questions for the non-shooting children, and during interviews, I used an interpretation process to 

gain knowledge about their world-view by asking questions during our conversation from the 

answers I received. After the interviews, in order to process the knowledge, a theoretical 

interpretation with a focus on cultural theory was applied to further interpret their world-views in 

a continuous process (Andersen, 2013, p. 196-199). It should be noted that consultants were 

contacted via e-mail and phone, and acted as the to understand both DGI as an organization and to

general attitudes among the shooting clubs. 

These mail-correspondences or phone-conversations where not structured in the same similar 

fashion as the rest of the interviews, but were conducted along the way due to information which I

was not able to retrieve from secondary sources, for example their web page.  

The paper takes the point of view as a case study, as the subject at hand consists of a large amount

of variables. The two main methods were focus groups interviews and in-depth interviews, which 

both will described in later part of this section.

Furthermore, a case study approach is also appropriate due to the lack of research in the area. 

Instead, collection of data was conducted through personal interviews with the shooting club 

president at Lyngby, while observations were used for Skovshoved, and these served as primary 

sources, to know each individual clubs agenda and marketing mix (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2005, p. 

114-15). Secondary- and historical data has been used to understand underlying trends, number of

shooters and shooting in general which will serve as the frame.

As explained, an exploratory approach was conducted which is connected to the inductive 

approach, however a deductive approach was also used. These two approaches can, according to 

Ib Andersen, be difficult to separate in field-studies as they are woven into each other and take 

place simultaneously during the research (Andersen, 2013, p. 31).

As I looked into several organizations and how the problems of recruitment and retention could 

possibly be dealt with, a deductive viewpoint was conducted via a theoretical approach. The 

inductive approach was also chosen based on the limited knowledge in the field of sports shooting 

in Denmark, and thus the ‘discovering’ path, as Andersen refers to it as, was appropriate. This 
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method can (possibly) also add knowledge to the sports shooting in Denmark and how children 

can be approached differently than adults and different generations (Ibid, p. 32).

Conducting the qualitative interviews were done via three different questionnaires in order to 

answer three different perspectives: 

1. How the shooting clubs function from the inside to generate an understanding of the 

marketing mix and agenda both internally and externally via in-depth interviews and 

observations.

2. How the present young shooters and users of the clubs perceived the sport, the club, how 

they became interested, possible improvements etc. via in-depth interviews. 

3. How non-shooting children perceive sports and sports shooting, their reason(s) to attend 

sport and their possible desire to attend sports shooting. Interviewing both shooters and non-

shooters was important, because in enabled the foundation for a possible new marketing mix 

on how the shooting clubs can engage the young segment more in the sport. 

To sum up the different aspects, which will help answer the problem statement, an illustration is 

provided which. The figure bellow shows the different aspects and how they collaborate in the 

model ‘production of knowledge’.  (Andersen, 2013, p. 23)1.

1The original figure is in Danish, and thus a translation was done. The original can be observed in 
his work. 
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Figure 1: Knowledge production (Andersen, 2013)

2.4. Terminology of firearms and calibers

The shooting-sport has many terms which non-shooters may not be familiar with; especially the 

caliber-designations can be tricky. Since ammunition and firearms are some of the products in the 

sport, I do feel a presentation on some of the basics needs to be addressed. A figure has been 

added below this section to illustrate the components in a cartridge/ammunition (see figure 2).

First of all a cartridge (often falsely referred to as a ‘bullet’) is a type of ammunition which consists 

of several components, which includes the bullet, primer, casing, and gunpowder. Secondly, a 

caliber is a name for the dimensions (or measurements) of the cartridge, and these can differ 

greatly in sizes. Cartridges of European calibers are almost always designated in metric units by 

diameter and case length in millimeters, an example could be the popular 9 x 19 millimeter 

cartridge (often abbreviated to ‘9mm’) this cartridge has a bullet diameter of 9 millimeter and a 

case length of 19 millimeter. The American system is trickier, and an overall system is hard to 

designate but usually involves inches as measurement, an example could be the very popular .22 

Long Rifle (often abbreviated to .22 lr or just .22) cartridge, which has bullet diameter of .22 of an 

inch (Barnes, 2003, p. 7). The .22 is used in practically all shooting-clubs for several reasons: It has 
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low recoil, it is cheap and can be used for short and medium distances, and is used in both rifle and

pistol-type firearms. This also means that when the shooting clubs buy the cartridge, they have 

ammunition for both some of their pistols and short-distance rifles.

Thirdly, we have the casing, which is what the he bullet is seated into and the powder is stored 

inside. This component is often made if brass, but due to brass being expensive, cheaper casing 

types can be found, such as steel. The problem with steel can sometimes be its performance, 

which is due to the metal’s nature; when a cartridge is fired, the casing expands very shortly and 

‘shrinks’ back again due to the powder exploding and at the same time is more prone to corrosion 

(Hogg, 1985, p. 22).

Fourthly, we have the primer, this component is located at the base of the casing and this is what 

ignites the gunpowder. As brass is an expensive metal and makes up the largest part of a cartridge 

is the casing, which is not ‘lost’ when fired like the rest of the components, but is ejected onto the 

ground and can be reused or remelted. 

The last component of a cartridge is the bullet, which often consist often of either a copper-jacket 

and a lead core, or is made completely of lead (Ibid, p. 477). Particularly rifle-cartridges are 

‘jacketed’ with copper and have a lead core, which is due to lead being a very soft metal and 

results in leaving behind more residue or ‘fouling’ than copper, instead lead is used as the core of 

the bullet due to a more stable bullet-flight since lead is very heavy (Hogg, 1985, p. 9).

It should also be mentioned that some shooters enjoy older firearms, which are usually made 

using 19th century or earlier technology, using black powder, and do often not involve casings when

used. Black powder is the older type of gunpowder (unlike smokeless gunpowder which is 

primarily used today), and the procedure consist of the shooter loading each individual shot by 

inserting black powder and ramming the bullet down the front end of the barrel, and usually using 

a separate primer. Furthermore, some hunters (duck-hunters for example), competition-shooters 

and hobby-shooters use shotguns, which have a different cartridge where the ‘casing’ (called a 

‘shell’) is mostly made of plastic instead of brass or steel. A shotgun can fire different kind of 

ammunition depending on its usage: Many pellets made of lead (birdshot), a solid projectile of 

lead (slug) or a handful of larger pellets (buckshot) (Barnes, 2003, p. 452-53).
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This leaves us with roughly 4 different type of ammunition: shotgun-shells, pistol-cartridges, rifle 

cartridges and black-powder firearms. However, they all more or less use the same system, which 

is that they are propelled by gunpowder and have a propelled object (bullet/pellets).

Figure 2 (gunsopedia.com)

4. Analysis

4.1. Sports in Denmark

This section will look into Danish sports, its participants and the organization of DGI.

According to Statistics Denmark the population of Denmark was, as of 2016, 5,745,526 and of 

which 1,029,684 were 15 or under, thus 4,715,842 were 16 or older (appendix 2 ‘ Denmark 

Population’). The percentage of active sportspeople in Denmark as of 2016 was 61 percent among 

adults (16+) and 83 percent among children (Pilgaard and Rask, 2016, p. 10).

Sports through clubs is the dominating way of participating in sports in Denmark, a third of grown-

ups and half of children are members (Ibsen, 2006, p. 4). There are around 16.000 sports clubs in 

Denmark which wary from less than a hundred to several thousand members and the general 

objectives of these clubs are primarily to exercise their main sport and improve its members, while

the secondary objective is to strengthen the interest of the sport which each club exercises (Ibid, 

p.8 and 13). The majority of the clubs are primarily organized under at least one of two major 
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organizations: DGI or Danmarks Idrætsforbund abbreviated to DIF (National Olympic Committee 

and Sports Confederation of Denmark).

4.2. Firearms-communities and clubs

The majority of Danish sports-shooting clubs are organized under either DGI or Dansk Skytte Union

(Danish Shooting Union) abbreviated to DSkyU.  The DskyU-community is organized under DIF and 

its focus is primarily on the competitive side of sports shooting, which consist of for example 

Danish Shooting Championship and the Olympic Games, however the focus of this paper will be 

based around the organization of DGI (Bjerrum, et al., 2012, p. 16-23 and 96).

The third major firearms-related community are hunters, which have their own major association 

known as ‘Danmarks Jægerforbund’ (Hunter Association of Denmark) which comprised of 92,601 

members in 2016 (Danmarks Jægerforbund, 2016, p. 4). In 2012, there were 140,000 self-

organized hunters in Denmark, which were not members of any club with a connection to public or

national communities (Bjerrum, 2012, p. 154).

The result is that one of every 33 Danes has a hunting license, which compared to Great Britain 

(one of every 76) and the Netherlands (one in every 618) is a fairly large number (Gjerris et al., 

2016, p. 16). It has been argued that hunting is seeing a growth as a counter-culture to modern 

lifestyle, which can be less natural, and instead people enjoy hunting in order to ‘return’ to nature 

and enjoy the experience with others, furthermore some use hunting as a status symbol which 

involves trophies and expensive firearms (Ibid, p. 38-39 & 46). This explanation corresponds well, if

we look at the typical recent hunter who is male, from a larger city, well-educated and 35 years old

(Ibid, p. 43).  

4.3. Internal function of DGI-shooting and its clubs

Before DDS and DGI merged, they had a relationship stretching back to the establishment of DGI in

1992, where DDS had received an annual financial support from DGI to support it as an individual 

sports association. After the merging, Skydebaneforeningen Danmark became responsible for 

organizing shooting facilities, while DGI-Shooting handles tournaments and events (Idan, 2012, 

‘DGI og DDS klar med fusionsaftale’). DGI-Shooting, is further divided into 14 sub-organizations 
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based on the provincial part of Denmark they are located, for example DGI-Shooting Funen or DGI-

Shooting North Jutland.

At the time of writing, the financial support is still in effect and the overall umbrella organization is 

now DGI, which conducts activities related to its shooting clubs, which was previously carried out 

by DDS. 

To gain an understanding of the organizations and the shooting clubs, I was able to interviews with 

several sports consultants at DGI’s shooting branch. Each individual shooting club is fairly 

independent in its everyday agenda. The staff members of the shooting clubs are volunteers, which

means that they only stay because they want to, and not because of financial gains. This in turn 

also means that DGI do not want to dictate them harshly regarding how to run the clubs under the 

organization, as they need to comprise with volunteers at the clubs. However, the clubs still deliver

an ‘experience economical’ service, on par with commercial sports companies due to the 

secondary objective of strengthen the sport at the association (Brandt, 2008, p. 152).

Bjerrum et al. argue that from a perspective of attracting and maintaining members, the clubs 

cannot just lean back, but will have to turn attention to more activities and instructions. 

Furthermore, in order to reduce ‘unwanted’ members, they argue that the clubs should use their 

own members in the process to obtain new members (2012, p. 117)

In order for the associations to run, minus the staff expenses, money is granted to pay for example 

for maintenance of the gun-ranges, shooting targets, cleaning tools and renting weapons to 

shooters who do not own their own firearm.

In order to cover the expenses, the associations have are three sources of income: Firstly, 

Kulturministeriets (Ministry of Culture) provides funding through ‘Tipsmidlerne’ (The Lottery 

Funds), which DGI itself owns 10 percent of. Tipsmidlerne are distributed, among others, to sports-

clubs in Denmark, this income is generated through the gambling funded organization called 

‘Danske Spil’ (Danish Games), and is given to Skydebaneforeningen Danmark (The Shooting 

Association Denmark). This association thus filters Tipsmidlerne to the clubs, but this funding has 

been decided to annually decease and instead: in 2013 funding consisted of 10 million kroner, 

while in 2015 the number was 9 million and in 2023 the number will be 5 million 

(Skydebaneforeningen.dk, ‘10 millioner til skytteforeningerne’). Skydebaneforeningen Danmark 

owns its own shop, named ‘Skyttebutikken’ (The Shooters Shop), which sells cheap ammunition, 

firearms-related maintenance goods, firearms, firearms safes and clothing. As 
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Skydebaneforeningen will receive less funding in the future, it has to earn money through 

Skyttebutikken. This will (and currently is) be conducted by selling quality goods to a very 

reasonable price to all of kinds of shooters in Denmark. (See Appendix 3 ‘DGI Tipsmidler’). 

A second financial subsidy is directly through the Danish state, this is conducted via the individual 

municipality in which the shooting club is located, because the municipality often owns the 

facilities and loans them to the local clubs without charge or gives a founding to privately owned 

facilities. Thirdly, each individual club generates a revenue. This accomplished in several ways, in 

order for members of a shooting club, each member pays a member fee to the club. Furthermore, 

a club can sell ammunition to shooters, for which they can charge a small fee that in turns provides

the club with a small profit for each cartridge sold. Buying ammunition and other equipment for 

the shooters at the clubs is not centrally planned by DGI, instead it is up to each individual 

chairperson or administrator of the clubs to buy ammunition and keep order of the supply to 

serves the member’s demand on ammunition (see Appendix 4 ’DGI Ammunition capacity):. Figure 

3 illustrates the structure of the shooting clubs under DGI.

Figure 3 (The organization of DGI and funding)
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4.4. Vision and mission

As explained previously, the former clubs under DDS were originally local militia movements 

orchestrated as mean to defend the country in war time, however after the second world war, 

Hjemmeværnet (The Homeguard) was established and the need for a militia almost diminished 

(Bjerrum, et al., 2012, p. 18). As a consequence of it diminished the role as a defensive institution, 

shooters have had to legitimize the existence of the clubs by trying to distance itself from the para-

military past, and instead have focused on establishing shooting as a sport like any other sport and 

have an educational effect (Ibid, p.60). Shooting became an embracing, informative activity for 

everyone with a strong sense of community, however regular target shooting is not very 

psychically demanding in terms of being in good shape and shooting itself is often a very stationary

sport. To promote more exercise in shooting it has been debated to associate the sport with 

hardball, paintball, laser tag and e-sport, however these suggestions were turned down because of

the idea of shooting at people should not be associated with the shooting sports itself, 

furthermore sports shooting is highly focused on treating firearms with respect as a dangerous tool

(Idan, 2013, ‘Sidste udkald for skytterne?’).

The organization of DGI has a somewhat different vision on what the purpose of the sports clubs it 

embraces are, which is highly focused on exercising and psychical activity to improve public health.

This initiative has resulted in more active shooting sport-disciplines which focuses on ‘air-soft’ 

(moving and shooting on targets with air-soft weapons2) ‘hardball’ (teams try to eliminate the 

opposite teams’ members) and archery which are semi-related to sports shooting but without the 

present of real firearms (DGI.dk, Airsoft bliver ny aktivitet under DGI Skydning. And mimer.dgi.dk, 

Status for udviklingsprojekt 20.5.2017). 

In 2015, DGI’s central board announced 4 new general objectives, which were named under the 

‘Strategi 2020’, one of the objectives was to‘...strengthen the sports participation of children in 

Denmark regarding all ages, particularly with focus on youths and children as a prioritized 

segment’ (DGI.dk, ‘DGI’s strategi’).

Skydebaneforeningen Danmark mission for 2020 consists of, among other subjects, to ‘...retain 

active members and increase new members in the Danish Sports Shooting and the strategic area of

2Airsoft-weapons, both used in the ‘hardball’ and ‘airsoft’-disciplines, look like real guns, but shoot
a plastic-type ’bullet’ propelled by gas or air, intended to be non-lethal sports weapons. 
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‘visibility’ (Skydebaneforeningen.dk). In order to carry out this mission, DGI provides most of the 

funding, which in 2016 consisted of 9.140.000 kroner (which was a decrease of 4.9 percent from 

2015), while Skydebaneforeningen Danmark provided a revenue of 1.443.000 kroner 

(Skydebaneforeningen Danmark, Yearly Report: June 2017, p. 9).

4.5. Economics and expenses for shooters

Compared to other sports, sports shooting was around 20 percent more expensive (10.790 

kroner), in terms of spending among adults annually, to some of the most popular association-

sports such as football (8.142 kroner) and swimming (8.054 kroner) in 2016 (Pilgaard and Rask, 

2016, p. 22). However, the annual spending on basketball, spinning, rowing and road cycling were 

comparable to sports shooting in annual spending in 2013 (van Bedaf and Pilgaard, 2014, p. 14, 

28).

The annual membership spending among the three sports are roughly the same (football: 1.827, 

swimming: 1.813, shooting: 1.847), but if we take a look at the spending on equipment, shooters 

spend more than double the amount (2.763) than footballers (1.126) and swimmers (1.266) 

annually in their respective sports (Ibid). 

The amount of money each shooter under DGI receives, when divided among members in 

services, is higher among DGI-shooters than the average DGI-member, shooters received what 

equals to 242 kroner pr. members annually while the average DGI-member received 75 kroner 

annually in 2016 (DGI.dk, 2016, ‘Ny kriteriemodel skal styrke aktiviteter’). 

 As DGI wants to stop the declining number of overall members, a likely proposal has been put 

forward, which entails a higher member-fee but will offer more training to shooting instructors and

more actives for the members (Ibid). However, it can be argued that more shooting-members 

overall will contribute to the overall economy of Skydebaneforeningen Danmark and the clubs as 

more spending on ammunition will entail more capability for the clubs to less dependable on 

funding through Tipsmidlerne. 

Members shooting with air-rifles and pistols in the DGI shooting clubs have increased since it was 

allowed in 1996, from 1.152 members in 1999 to 2.836 members in 2011, which is due to two 

reasons, firstly because the amount of lead (which is toxic) decrease with air-guns pellets, and two,

because of the economics. Air-riffle pellets are much more economical than bullets, which has 
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been a contributing factor to the increase in popularity, but air guns are still somewhat of a niche 

inside a niche-sport none the less (Bjerrum, et al. 2012, p. 33).

4.6. Legislation

Danish gun-laws are fairly strict, and are heavily influenced by the European Union. Due to the 

nature of firearms, sports shooting differs from other sports, by making use of highly lethal objects 

and thus legislation and customary are treated very seriously.

Sports shooting at a local gun range does require that shooters maintain a set of rules (see 

Appendix 5 ’Sikkerhedsbestemmelser’), which relates to firearms-safety, but shooters do not have 

to acquire a certificate to be able to borrow and shoot with firearms provided by the shooting club.

Firearms can be owned and stored at home by for example having a permission from the local 

chairperson at the shooting clubs. This process can be cumbersome and complicated due to 

administration procedures, which I will try address upon bellow.

Ammunition for the firearms can be bought from the shooting club, but can only be shot with 

firearms at the club, unless the person has a firearms permit. A member of the shooting club can 

become an owner of their own firearm which they can buy and bring to a shooting club, which 

they are allowed to own under the ‘Announcement of the Law on Weapons and Explosives, § 2 c. 

2.’ (retsinformation.dk, 2012). In order to be allowed to apply for a firearm used at shooting-clubs, 

a person must at least have been a member for one year at a shooting club to apply for a rifle, and 

two years to apply for pistols and revolvers. A member must be a least 16 years of age to own a 

rifle and will need the parents’ consent if the person is underage, while pistol shooters will have to 

be 20 years of age, before permission can be given by the local chairperson of the shooting club to 

be recommended to the police-department via a firearms application on the particular firearm, 

which is given via a firearms-legitimation card (DGI-skydning, 2016, p. 16). This practice usually 

takes several months each time a firearm changes hands due to the bureaucracy and the member 

will have to pay 200 kroner in administration.

Sports-shooters and hunters who own their own firearms and ammunition, are required to store 

them in a certified weapons-locker, the alternative is to store your personal weapon at the local 

shooting club (Ibid, p. 21).

Transportation of ammunition and firearms, conducted by a company to a customer, cannot be 

shipped via regular transportation companies like PostDanmark or GLS for example, but will have 
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to be delivered by an employee within the company who posses a permission to do so according to

§12 in PFA, which also means that the administration at the clubs is responsible for the 

transportation themselves (Ibid).

Not only does the Danish government regulate the firearms owners, the European Union also has 

adopted packages to restrict gun laws on hunters and sports-shooters, primarily due to recent 

terrorist attacks, which have occurred in the union. Restrictions include tighter rules on internet 

dealership regarding firearms, ammunition and ammunition parts which consists of bullets, cases, 

powder and primers, which could possibly be slippery slope towards an even more limited 

product-offering from the shooting clubs to their members (europa.eu, 2015).

Air guns, on the other hand are regulated differently. Air gun calibers mostly range from 4,5 mm to 

5,5 mm, however larger calibers are also available, but a firearms-permit has to be acquired before

you can own 5,5 mm calibers and upwards, as they are considered firearms.

4.7. Why people shoot and the shooting-disciplines

Among hobby-shooters, the two most popular types of shooting is the usage of pistol and rifle 

targets hooting at 15 meters, however people interchange regularly between both different 

firearm-types and ranges: 47 percent shoot pistol at 15 meters and 54 percent shoot rifle at 15 

meters (Bjerrum, 2012, p. 104). The partial explanation for this trend can be argued to be a lack of 

space is required in terms of the type of discipline available, since a smaller range requires less 

land for the club than for longer riffle-ranges (for example 50 or 300 meters).   

In the 2012 paper ‘The Shooting Sport in Denmark’, a series of questions were conducted in order 

to determine why people attend sports shooting in the clubs. The shooters were to give two 

reasons out of eight possible, which can be seen in its original formulation in Appendix 6 ‘ Why 

people shoot’(Bjerrum et al. 2012, p. 112). The reasons from most popular to least popular are 

listed as follow: 

46 percent ‘I enjoy social community in the shooting association’

35 percent ‘I think shooting is fun’

34 percent ‘I like the mental challenge regarding shooting’

31 percent ‘I use shooting as a way to relax/relieve stress’

15 percent: ‘I like to compete with others’
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10 percent: ‘I like to be able to improve my self in the sport’

7 percent: ‘I am a member in order to own a firearm’

3 percent: ‘I am fascinated by firearms’

If we take a deeper look into the segments, we can see that both gender and age have a relation to

why people shoot. Females are more into shooting because of the ‘fun’ and ‘social-community’ 

reasons, while males are more into ‘challenges’ and ‘competition’. Regarding age differences, older 

shooters (49+) are more into shooting because of the social aspect, as well as being competitive, 

while younger respondents (sub-49) want to improve themselves in the sport or they enjoy the 

mental challenge in regards to shooting. Concerning the social aspect, shooters who have less than

two years of experience are less prevalent, than the average sports-shooters, to shoot because of 

social reasons; this can be due to the fact that DDS clubs dedicate 80 percent of their attention to 

social aspects while 20 percent is towards shooting itself (Bjerrum et, al. 2012, p.115).

The overall reason why people begin with sport shooting is because of the ‘fun side’ of the sport, 

however once they become long-time members, the social community becomes the driving 

aspect. Once shooters become long time shooters (8 years+) they are twice as likely to answer that

they like competing compared to newer (under 2 years) shooters (Ibid, p. 113). 

There is also a difference in reason when it comes to which type of firearm members shoot with, 

as pistol-shooters are more likely to enjoy the mental challenge and to relieve stress, while riffle-

shooters are more into the social aspect (54 percent) compared to pistol-shooters (35 percent). 

Thus the investigation concludes that the there is a difference when it comes to personal reasons 

for joining and shooting in a shooting club (Ibid, p. 114).

If we look at how people entered their shooting club, the biggest trigger was a family member or a 

friend who introduced them to their local club, which contributes 53 percent of all shooters, and a 

total of 71 percent are members together with a family-member at their local club. 31 percent of 

shooters said that they took the initiative to start themselves; this shows us that shooting often 

begins by members introducing non-members, which then afterwards becomes an either social 

sport or more individualistic part of the membership. 

Due to the nature of shooting, the sport enables both very young and old people, since physical 

fitness does not refrain people of all ages from competing or obtaining the same results compared 

with other sports like football, swimming etc. where psychical fitness is a more determining factor 

(Ibid, p. 116 & 118).
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Sports shooting and hunting are connected; this is evident when we look at the members and their

habits: 1/3 of hobby-shooters has had a relation to hunting, either as inactive hunters (9 percent) 

or are active hunters (22 percent) besides being community shooters. It is also noteworthy that 18 

percent of hobby-shooters are employees in either the army, navy, air force or the police (Ibid, p. 

95-96).

4.8. Segments and the current initiatives towards youths at DGI

In regards to sex-differences, it is noteworthy that both among adults and children, males were 

over represented in sport shooting. In 2012, Only 0,4 percent of the total female population were 

shooters, while 3 percent of males were shooters which means that men were 7,5 times more 

likely to be sports-shooter than females . Among the children, the number was also similar, but not

as offset as adults, where 1 percent of girls were shooters, while 4 percent of boys were shooters 

which means that boys were 4 times more likely to attend shooting than girls (Bjerrum et, al. p. 95-

96).

According to DGI’s own member numbers, males are more inclined to be shooters than females. 

The largest segment in 2016 was from age 25-59, this is hardly a surprise considering the number 

of years in the gap, as the numbers (explained bellow) do vary sustainability across the age-

segments. The number of male-shooters in segment 25-59 was 20.850, while the female number 

was 3.101, which equals that only 13 percent of shooters in this age group are females. In age-

group 60+, 11.621 were males, and 1.110 were females which equals to 9,5 percent female. 

However, if look at the younger segments, the gap in gender segment is significantly smaller: in 

segment 19-24 the difference is 1.849 males and 594 females, which equals 24,3 percent females. 

And at age-segment 13-18, 3.421 were males, 1.152 were females which equals 25,2 percent. And 

lastly, the age-segment 0-12; 4.223 were males, 1.465 were females, which equals 25,7 percent. 

Thus, the numbers show a more isometric number among younger segments, but still far from an 

equal distribution of men/boys and women/girls. A partial explanation to this trend, of older 

females being very low in numbers compared to men, was addressed by a consultant at DGI. He 

concurred that, once women became mothers, setting off time to the sport, was scarcer.

Furthermore, I was also informed that the reason why the segment ranging from 19-24 is fairly 

small compared to the other segments was partially due to lack of spare time partially caused by 
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youths higher attention towards boy/girls-friend, this was also stated as a problem by Bjerrum et 

al. (2012, p. 27 & 56).

To investigate the different initiatives, which DGI do to promote shooting, several of the 

organization’s consultants were questioned regarding, function, participants and their division 

among the different provisional clubs.

To engage younger shooters on larger central scale, DGI has initiated several projects, including 

‘Projekt Ung’ (Project Young), which was first initiated in the 1990’s. The main focus of the project 

is on the transition from junior shooter to adult shooter and strengthening social bonds between 

shooters of approximately 14 to 24 of age and takes place in Central Jutland (DGI.dk, Projekt Ung). 

The age group was partly chosen because this is the most difficult age to retain members, and a 

way for youths of the same age to participate together.

‘Projekt Ung’ is optional for the clubs to be a part of, and has had a fairly stable participants 

throughout the years.

Another initiative is ‘Skoleskydning’ (School Sports Shooting) which is a cooperation between 

schools, who choose to join, and DGI where the children shoot in 5th grade (roughly 11-12 years of 

age) (DGI.dk, Skoleskydning). The project has existed since 1995 and has had a fairly steady 

number of participants throughout the years since its initiation, with around 8-10.000 children 

participating annually, which range between, approximately, 11-15 percent of all 5th graders in the 

country (see appendix 7 ‘Participants in School Sports Shooting’).

The initiative is possible to due to volunteers at the clubs, which mostly consist of pensioners and 

early retirement shooters. This is the reason why the club can house School Sports Shooting-events

in the middle of the day at gym class because the instructors lack work-obligations elsewhere. In 

order to promote the shooting clubs to schoolchildren, DGI works together with ‘Dansk Skoleidræt’

(Danish School Sports), which is an association promoting sports for schoolchildren 

(Skoleidræt.dk). DGI has a number of consultants across Denmark who are in contact with schools 

and market ads directed at sports-teachers, which the teachers can respond to and contact DGI for

further information. In order to enable the children to shoot in the first place, the individual 

shooting clubs also needs to be taken into account, as the project is voluntary for them to 

participate in. Furthermore, a club will have to have the capacity for a school class and proper 

safety arrangements in order to be considered in the first place, which can leave out potential 

clubs.
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The different shooting-teams from the schools compete against each other, and in the end there is 

a final where the winning class will be named.

As previously explained, DGI-Shooting has sub-divisions distributed among the provinces, and this 

is also how School Sports Shooting teams are grouped.  Clubs are further divided into teams and 

this figure was acquired from DGI and can be seen in  Appendix 7 ‘Participants in School Sports 

Shooting’’.  These numbers show an unbalanced distribution among the provinces, for example, 

the largest number of shooting-teams in 2016 were in DGI-Sydvest (DGI-Southwest, which is in the 

South-Western part of Jutland) with 330 teams. The following three most numerous teams are 

from either Jutland or Funen. If we look at the ‘Greater Copenhagen’ area however, the number of 

teams in 2016 was zero, and the prior year only six teams participated, while DGI Nordsjælland 

(North Zealand) has declined greatly from 2007 (which had 269 teams) to only 29 teams in 2016. It

is also noteworthy that this is not a new phenomenon regarding Greater Copenhagen schools, as 

the numbers have fluctuated between zero and 90 since the start of the initiative. Only once, in 

the year 2000, did the number exceed 100. Compared to Sydvest, Greater Copenhagen had 

170.564 DGI-members in 2016, North Zealand had 127.413, while Sydvest had 76.052, which 

shows how the number is even more offset compared to how big the difference of overall 

members are (DGI.dk ‘medlemstal’). 

If we look at the percentage among the 60 largest DGI-Shooting clubs in Denmark, based on 

number of members, and analyze the total percentage number of shooters in these regions, both 

North Zealand, North Jutland and Funen average around 0.8-0.9 of their total members as sport 

shooters (See Appendix 9 ‘Members percentage regional clubs’). If we look at the Greater 

Copenhagen area the percentage of sports shooters is 1 percent, but this number may be 

somewhat misleading, as the two biggest clubs are police-clubs, which means they are for police 

officers only (politiidraet.dk). If we exclude the police clubs from the total percentage, the number 

of club shooters in Greater Copenhagen drops to 0.55 percent, which is a noticeable difference, 

compared to other the regional associations.

In order for me to understand this trend, I contacted several DGI employees, and they all had 

similar notions, that tradition and culture were the reasons for the difference among team-

attendances among the provinces. The success of members of that were retained from School 

Sports Shooting into adulthood was, however of mixed results, and it was indicated that the code 

was still to be cracked regarding the retention aspect.
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The last of the three initiatives towards children is the so-called ‘Project-fokus’. This project was an 

offer for children diagnosed with the ADHD-disorder, in order to help with concentration, 

tranquility and focus in order to improve quality of life for children (DGI.dk, Projekt fokus). The 

project has been on its way since 2012, and like ‘Skoleskydning’ the promotion takes place through

local schools and municipalities. As of 2017, the project has been deemed successful with more 

than 100 schools having joined the project.

4.9. The female segment

Even though females make up half the population, it is evident, as explained previously, that 

females are not as active in the shooting sport as males. Therefore, an angle, which has a focus on 

the female segment, could help engage in a large possible market-segment to ensure a larger 

participation in the shooting clubs in the future. A DGI-consultant pointed out that because of the 

unequal distribution among the sexes, a lack of role-models which young girls can look up to is also

fairly limited as well as a lack of females in the first place which can have a self-perpetuating effect 

on new members. 

Shooting is a sport where both males and females can compete against each other because of the 

lack of psychical strength required.  However, there are still some minor differences to be aware of,

which has nothing to do with performance, but instead is regarding ammunition and weapon type.

Shooting large calibers can deter some people because of noise and generated recoil, which may 

affect females more as a possible negative side of shooting than males, due to their smaller 

frames. 

If we look at performance among females and girls, an interesting pattern occurs among female 

shooters. Among youth shooters (which comprised of around 25 percent female) the majority had 

either female winners or top-shooters at the mixed Danish National Championships, for example .

22 rifle at 15 meters in 2017, .22 pistol at 25 meters in 2016, second and third place in 2016 with .

22 rifle on 15 meter, just to include a few (DGI.dk ‘resultat og rang-lister’). This document that 

females can (and do) compete equally with males in the shooting sport, and are sometimes even 

better compared to the percentage they represent of the total number.

4.10. American Findings
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The major investigation utilized for this paper was conducted by the National Shooting Sports 

Clubs, abbreviated to NSSF and Responsive Management, both American organizations. NSSF is an 

association which mission is to promote, protect and preserve sports shooting and hunting in The 

US with more than 12.000 members including shooting ranges and sportsmen’s organizations 

(nssf.org). Responsive Management is an international public opinion and research firm which was 

mainly responsible for the investigations conducted in the 2008 paper ‘Future Hunting and the 

Shooting Sports’ (‘Future Hunting’ from now on) (RM/NSSF, 2008, ‘Acknowledgments’ & p.4, 

responsivemanagement.com). 

The paper includes many well-explored topics revolving sports shooting and hunting in the US, 

some of these include how people began sports-shooting, (p. 65), interest of type of firearm (p. 

69), biggest motivator to go shooting (p. 73) etc. However, the paper also addresses future 

recommendations to recruit and retain sports-shooters two major general findings were 

acknowledged: that particularly fathers were the best recruitment and retention enabler for young

shooters, and that initiation of shooting was optimally achieved with members if they had been 

shooting from childhood. The paper also states several other initiatives for clubs to conduct in 

order to achieve retention and recruitment, and some of these will be explained and weighed 

throughout the paper, particularly in the discussion-part regarding future recommendation 

initiatives.  

4.11. Qualitative methods

Both focus groups, observations and in-depth interviews, as all qualitative research do, sacrificed 

reliability or the ability to replicate results for the sake of increased validity. Analysis of both focus 

groups and In-depth interviews were based on review of recordings (RM/NSSF, 2008, p. 244).

To improve validity of the paper, Brinkmann and Kvale’s ‘Seven Stages’ were followed, which 

include: thematizing, designing, interviewing, transcribing, analyzing, validating and reporting. 

They state that quality-control throughout the stages of knowledge production can be achieved if 

the author takes a critical stance toward the analysis and present his or her perspective on the 

matter studied and controlled to counter selective perceptions and biased interpretations 

(Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015, 283-285).

4.12. In-depth interviews
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In order for me to understand the shooting clubs and their organization, in-depth interviews (IDI) 

were chosen. To receive an understanding of ‘out-siders’, focus groups interviews were conducted 

with pupils from areas within municipalities where the clubs are located. The IDI’s allow us to see 

how the interviewee sees the sport and its affiliations and describe their behavior, which is exactly 

what we want in a situation like this, were no overall analysis has been made, and can give insight 

into the sport (Shiu et al. 2009. p. 206). IDI interviews were carried out with the president from 

Lynbgy, and furthermore the method was used of for the young shooters. However, the interviews 

carried out with the president was of a slightly less exploratory nature, since the chairperson also 

contributed to knowledge about the young segment, but the main objective with these interviews 

were to gather information concerning the current operations by the clubs.

It should be noted as well, that as a shooter myself, I have gathered inside knowledge of how a 

shooting club is operated, and thus I was well aware of many aspects, which enabled me to not 

begin from very basic questions regarding the club.

I originally planned to conduct focus interviews with the young shooters at the club; however, IDI’s 

were done instead. This change was initiated because the author contacted the club chairperson, 

who then had to ask the young shooters at his club, if they wanted to participate in interviews. And

due to the fact that the club had small little percentage of shooters in this age group, only two 

participants accepted to participate, Noah and Jeannette.  

The interview conducted with the chairperson was of a semi-structured manner. Semi-structured 

interview form has features from both the structured and unstructured interview methods, which 

comprise of both a structured guide of questions and the ability to stray away from the planned 

guide. This can be done by questioning an interviewee statement, if the interviewer wants to know

more about a viewpoint, which could serve as further information to the interview, not expected 

from the original guidelines (Kvale, 2007, p. 65). Even though this interview form is a good way of 

exploring less known territory, there are also several disadvantages to this method, which should 

be addressed.

A lack of structure can result in straying too far away from the original question, which can confuse

the interviewer if the respondent answers or partially answers later questions in the questionnaire.
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This could result in the interviewer skipping questions even though they may not have been 

answered adequately, and only realizing this after the interview had ended.

Another problem, which can occur, is the problem of the interviewer not being trained enough in 

the method, which can result in results being too varied to give a sufficient insight. As the writer of 

this paper is only mediocre regarding doing interviews, the questions were well prepared in order 

to reduce these risks (Burns & Bush, 2014, p. 158).

The interviews began with a ‘briefing’, which includes the purpose of the interview and the use of 

a recorder in order to follow ethical standards, as well as asking the interviewee if he or she have 

any questions for the interviewer, in case they want something to be deleted in the transcript for 

example personal or association secrets, which should be left out (Ibid, p. 59- 60). Full transcripts 

of IDI’s and focus group interviews can be found in Appendix 9.

Conducting the interviews in an ethical matter seemed particularly appropriate in this paper, as 15 

children were involved in interviews.

In order to keep the interviews in a semi-structured fashion, the initial questions were constructed 

to use words like ‘how, what, when’ to gain the insight knowledge, and if appropriate follow-up 

questions were asked to the respondents answers (Shiu et al., 2009, p. 209).

4.13. Focus groups

To gather information about sport and shooting attitude among youths outside of the shooting 

community, focus groups were chosen as the qualitative method of choice. Two focus group-

interviews with non-shooters were conducted to explore, among other subjects, attitudes, 

preferences and choices regarding sports and their experience with shooting. Furthermore, video-

games are increasing in popularity among Danish children and the segment of under 18 is also the 

largest (Rasmussen, 2015, p.75, Danmarks Statisik, 2016 ((It-andvendelse i befolkningen)) p. 74). 

Thus questions and interest around gaming and the possibility of trying firearms from games in 

real life were included.

The interview conducted at Skovgaardskolen, consisted of three boys and three girls, aging from 

10-12 years of age, this age-range was based on ‘Future Hunting’s’ assessment that children who 

were recruited at this age-gap had a better possibility of being retained in sports shooting as 

grown-ups, thus the age-group was chosen and the objective was to map their interests and 
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experiences. It was actively pursued to make the consistency of the focus groups equal among 

boys and girls. However, the interview at Taarbæk Skole was not able to be executed with equal 

genders, because the final factors determining was, if the school was able to firstly ask (and 

encourage) girls to participate, and secondly it was also determined by the parents of the children 

if they could attend the interview. Thus the process of the equal gender composition in the 

interviews were somewhat complicated due to the parental consent.

The schools were chosen for their close proximity to the shooting clubs, thus hopefully give an 

indication if the children were aware of their local club’s everyday operation and presence. Due to 

sports shooting inter-relatedness with hunting, questions were also asked in this matter as they 

may indicate attitudes towards firearms or the firearms community.

The focus group-method’s way of interviewing was chosen for several of its advantages, while the 

procedure was inspired by Malhotra’s ‘Focus Group Discussion Guide’ (Malhotra, 2010, p. 176). 

Firstly, as the focus groups were done, the feeling of security, or lack of, is more present among 

children especially as the interviewer was an outsider, while the children had similar characteristics

like age, school and previous personal relationships.

Secondly, the restraint of talking to a stranger can be counter-productive in terms of reaching a 

conversation, but as explained, a feeling of security can trigger a snowballing effect and/or a 

stimulation effect, which can uncover ideas and feelings of the group-members as the excitement 

increases in the group.

Thirdly, the idea of synergism will provide a wider range of information, insight and ideas than an 

individual responses secured privately.

In addition, a focus group can help develop an approach to a problem, which is suitable in the 

situation of the projects main questions, as the topic of shooting and children participating in the 

sport is limited. As stated previously, the American investigation, ‘Future Hunting’ into the sports 

shooting environment gave potential marketing initiatives for the community to acquire and retain 

younger shooters. These initiatives may be beneficial in the US, but the cultural and environmental

gap may be too incompatible with Danes, however Malhotra argues that focus groups can be used 

to address preliminary marketing ideas or programs. This means that by exposing initiatives from 

‘Future Hunting’, to Danish youth shooters, the consumer could indicate a positive or negative 

attitude towards the American initiatives and thus be an indicator for Danish initiatives (Malhotra, 
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2010, p. 181-82). Questions that were directly linked with ‘Future Hunting’-initiatives consisted of 

who they would shoot with and awareness of shooting-ranges.

There are also disadvantages to focus groups, which should be pointed out, and which I was aware 

of when conducting the interviews. Firstly, a focus group cannot be taken as a conclusive answer, 

moderating the group in order for everyone to speak their mind can be difficult, the data which is 

interpreted afterwards tend to be messy (Ibid, p. 181).

4.14. Personal Observations at Skovshoved

As IDI’s were not able to be conducted, instead I made use of qualitative observations as method 

to analyze the 4 P’s at Skovshoved. As explained, I am currently a member of the club on my fifth 

year, which has enabled me to generate inside knowledge of the club.

Thus, it can be argued that the observations were of ‘unstructured’ and ‘covert’ as the observed 

subjects were not aware of the observations conducted at the time. However, it should be noted 

that my observations will not describe any kind of behavior, which could not have otherwise been 

observed by another observer, whom had been accepted by the club, to conduct the study. This 

should be concluded as I am well aware of the ethical perspective of reporting a covert 

observation (Bush & Burns, 2014, p. 149).

These observations has enabled me to understand the structure, prices, weapons and ammunition 

types, range characteristics, safety-procedures, the social community, security-surveillance, the 

overall facility structure and suburban area, disciplines, as well as future range-restoration plans at 

Skovshoved.

It should be added, that since the IDI’s conducted at Lyngby were done in the club, a small amount 

of information about the club was also conducted via direct observations.

Remembering exact details, as I was not aware that I actually have been observing, in the 

observations were not possible when conducted, and even though the observations have been 

retrieved through many hours of observation (and participation), some information may have been

lost due to long time frame of observations.

5. Results of qualitative data
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5.1. Association-president interview

The chairperson of Lyngby Skyttelaug was interviewed to gain inside-knowledge of the club; this 

was deemed important for several reasons. Firstly, I was able to collect some data through the 

clubs web pages, but not enough to base an analysis from it. Thus the questions consisted of 

organizational management, prices, development of shooting-members, internal and external 

challenges, 4p’s and general questions to answer the SWOT-analysis. This angle of qualitative 

information-gathering can be argued to be of a ‘factual-interview’-nature which puts less focus on 

the story-tellers own perspective and instead on information (Kvale, 2007, p. 71). Secondly, due to 

the somewhat-closed shooting-community I needed an elite-type interview, to give me expert 

knowledge, which was not obtainable through other sources, and thus using an expert in the 

community was essential to, especially, receive opinions on how national legislation had an impact 

on the firearms-community and the association, or in what manner funding and fees were spend, 

the popularity among segments, popularity among the club’s products etc. (Kvale, 2007, p. 70). 

What the semi-structured method did well, was in several instances during the interview, when a 

reason or indication in an answer was not clear to the author of the paper, elaboration was 

encouraged to uncover further reasons and attitudes.    

5.2. Qualitative interview results with young shooters

Two young shooters were interviewed, Jeannette (age 23) and Noah (age 14), via in-depth 

interviews with an average length of 15 minutes. Noah had been shooting since he was 10 years 

old, while Jeannette had been shooting since the age of approximately 15, which means that both 

respondents had begun shooting while being junior-shooters, and Noah was still a junior shooter. 

Both shooters shot small rifles (.22), while Noah wished to shoot bigger calibers and weapons in 

the future. Jeannette remarked that she also likes shooting with the .22 as ammunition is cheap. 

Other patterns were reviled, for example did both shooters choose a ‘real’ firearm over an air gun 

(Lyngby has both types), which was due to air rifles being too easy to score good hits with.

They both found the club through internet searching. Both shooters had family members who 

shoot; both of their fathers and uncles attend the sport, and both shooters mostly attended the 

club with others, Jeannette with her boyfriend and his friend, while Noah attended with his father 

and stepfather. Furthermore, both shooters were very keen on continuing the sport ‘as long as 
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they could’ in the future. Both shooters also indicated that the distance to the club was not the 

main priority when they chose an association, as distances could have been shorter to another 

club and gun-range, but they would still prefer Lyngby.

The respondents did have different initiation to the sport, Jeannette was introduced through her 

old school (which was not related to the School Sports Shooting project) in her old municipality on 

Lolland (an island south of Zealand), while Noah’s father was hunting and thus he became 

interested in the sport through a related sport.

The respondents were asked in regards to the projects ‘Projekt Fokus’ and ‘School Sports 

Shooting’, neither of the respondents were familiar with the these initiatives. Both did only 

attended one sport, shooting, however they had both fairly recently attended at least one other 

sport.

An additional question was asked at the end of the interview, which was intended to make the 

respondents indicate a hypothetical improvement to their personal shooting-club and shooting in 

general. Noah indicated more moving and interactive targets, which was something the Danish 

2012-study also indicated was a popular opinion regarding new implemented disciplines, which 

was the highest scoring discipline (27 percent) most shooters wanted to incorporate (Bjerrum et 

al., 2012, p. 106). Jeannette, on the other hand, wanted to shoot at longer ranges (Lyngby has a 

maximum of 25 meters), because she was keen on shooting at distances of 50 meters to train for 

competitions. It was indicated that Lyngby sometimes rent a long-distance range but she indicated 

that it was too expensive based on a cost-benefit decision.

Both shooters felt that shooting benefited them outside the range, Noah felt that he had improved

his concentration while Jeannette felt that the sport relieved stress when she was able to 

commence a good score. 

Both had had other people ask them, if they could come with them and try the sport, which 

resulted in a friend of Jeannette’s to be a member afterwards.

The social environment at the club represented at noticeable cause for the two shooters to remain 

at Lyngby, while Jeannette was also an instructor at the club for children. She felt that she 

contributed by teaching them how to be better shots and hopefully represent the club at 
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tournaments, due to her own experiences from her old club, which had an instructor help her, as 

well as to keep the children interested in the sport.   

5.3. Focus group Interview results - Skovgaardsskolen and Taarbæk Skole 

As addressed in the ‘Focus Group’-section the results were carried out at Skovgaardsskolen, where 

the interview consisted of three boys and three girls, while the interview at Taarbæk Skole 

consisted of three girls and five boys.

Skovgaardsskolen results

Names were chosen to be anonymized, and instead address them in the paper as ‘B’ (for boy) and 

‘G’ (for girl) from ranging from 1-3.

I quickly realized that ‘B1’ in particular was joking and being ironic, and sometimes giggling with 

‘B2’ and had a difficult time of engaging in the interview with seriousness and concentration. This 

may have had an effect on the girls and ‘B3’, as they seemed more shy, and thus may have held 

some answers back, especially in the beginning of the interview.

All of the children in the group attended a sport different from one another, however none of them

were shooting, but half the group had tried shooting with an air rifle, both boys and girls. 

Most of the sports they attended were team sports, and the aspect of winning, losing and doing 

things together and creating new friendships, being active outside were the most positive 

attributes of their sports. When asked what they thought people who attend sports shooting 

attribute as a benefiting factor, only B3 indicated that he believed that shooting improves 

concentration.

Two of the respondents knew about Skovshoved, as they attended other sports in the same facility,

which the shooting club is located in. Even though none of the children attended shooting, four of 

them knew a person who either attended sports shooting, went hunting or had a friend who went 

with his father hunting. The children’s knowledge regarding firearms came from two influencing 

aspects, one was from shooting-games and the other was from gang-related incidents. Guns and 

firearms were associated in a negative light, even though they also sparked interest from the boys 

as well because of their dangerous nature.
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A number of dividing aspects were unveiled to divide the boys and girls opinions. Firstly the boys 

were all keen on attending sports shooting and hunting, while the girls seemed more reluctant 

especially concerning hunting due to the aspect of killing animals. This was noted by two of the 

boys as silly or and met with disagreement, as they saw hunting as a necessity to gather food, and 

referred to the Stone Age as an example. Two of the boys and one girl indicated that if they were 

to try going to a shooting-club they would likely attend with their father or grandfather, as they 

knew and trusted these people concerning firearms-knowledge. The boys indicated that they 

would shoot with real-firearms over air rifles, and one noted that the recoil and noise of a real 

firearm was a reason.

Secondly, the boys seemed to be more interested in gaming regularly than the girls, and also 

tended to play more shooting-games. However, when asked if they found it interesting to try to 

shoot with real firearms depicted in shooting-games, there was a lack of interest.

Taarbæk Skole results

All of the pupils from Taarbæk Skole went to at least one sport, these included: tennis (which three

participated in), football, dancing, athletics, fitness-workout, trotting, scout and parkour. The 

children indicated mainly three reasons why they liked their sports. Firstly (as with 

Skovgaardsskolen) they enjoyed operating as/in a team with others and finding friends, secondly 

they thought the sport was ‘fun’, and thirdly some also enjoyed self-improvement and individual 

performance.

When asked how they chose their sports, mainly two reasons were given, either it was family-

connected, or because the children chose to begin a new sport and try new experiences. This is 

possible due to the nature of sports-offerings, where a child can attend a sport and pay a member-

fee for the whole year, however after the season (which is one year) expires some of the children 

tended to want to try new sports instead of staying. All of the children’s annual fees were paid by 

their parents, and one child noted that his mother forbid him to start at a sport and dropout 

halfway through the season, because she had made a payment for the whole year.

As the attention turned towards firearms-related topics, almost all of the children knew at least 

one person who hunted, and one of the children had even been on a hunt himself, which the other

boys indicated they were also keen to try, however the girls were more reluctant. Furthermore, 
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several family-members among the participants owned firearms, which were exclusively male 

members. Almost all of the children had tried an air rifle or pistol which they all found exciting, and

they all knew about hardball and paintball, which they found fun, but they indicated that it was 

mostly a sport for children. However, none of the children had tried shooting at a gun-range or 

participated in sports shooting or were aware that you could attend a try-outs the first times you 

attended.

An interest in firearms and shooting was also present among all the boys and one girl, this 

indicated through a number of reasons which included; ‘laddish’, ‘weapons are cool’, ‘recoil’, ‘the 

feel of a real weapon’, ‘it’s fun to shoot’, ‘hitting the bullseye’, ‘different kind of weapons (like 

shotguns and sniper rifles).  When asked if they preferred to shoot with a real firearm or an air gun

at a range, all the boys answered a real firearm, while one of the girls, B, wanted to shoot an air 

gun instead because real firearms seemed dangerous and some-what frightening. 

It was discovered when the interview entered the topic of firearms in the general society, the 

attitude seemed to be somewhat negative, especially in regards to owning and possessing 

firearms. These attitudes were based on two experiences, firstly because a pedagogue of theirs 

had been shot and paralyzed on a trip to Brazil, secondly due to news regarding Copenhagen-

shootings and particularly on Nørrebro (an area in Copenhagen). Furthermore, B seemed to be 

concerned, if she ever was to attend a gun-range, about the safety procedures and a guarantee 

that nothing could possibly go wrong. 

In regards to knowledge, about gun-ranges in near proximity used by shooting-clubs, only one child

knew that there was a shooting-club at Skovshoved, and even though several of the kids were 

attending, or had previously attended, a sport at Lyngby Stadium (which is where Lyngby 

Skyttelaug is located), none were aware of the fact that there was a gun-range there.

The final notable subject was concerning shooting-games, which the boys were all playing. A 

couple of the boys played a World War One shooter a lot, and they found it interesting to try to 

shoot the guns in real life, and general knowledge about firearms (particularly the looks and names

of firearms), mostly came from computer games and movies.  

6. Current marketing mix of the clubs
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Based on the interviews and observations, we can turn towards the analysis of the clubs internal 

and external operations. Both clubs are driven by a handful of volunteers, including chairpersons, 

to help with management and administration of the ranges, documentation of shooters, serve as 

instructors and resupplying on ammunition to name some of the more important task.

A sports club is not very much different from any other company; if it cannot deliver a satisfactory 

product or service to its customers, they will likely go somewhere else. This is known as ‘sports 

marketing’, which is the application of marketing principles and processes to sports products and 

the marketing of non-sports products through association with sport (Shank, 2009, p. 3). In order 

to comprehend the shooting clubs current situations and operations the 4 P’s-model and work 

together with cultural-theory, and lastly the SWOT-analysis will be conducted.

6.1. Product

Shooting is a unique sport due to the nature of its most iconic product, firearms. As was stated in 

the 2012-report regarding the Danish shooting communities, at least 10 percent of shooters were 

members because of firearms-handling (‘fascination of firearms’-category and ‘member to own a 

firearm’-category). 

According to Shank, a product includes goods and services. In shooting sports, services can be 

argued to be a unique experience, social aspect, competition etc, as they are intangible non-

psychical objects. While the goods are defined as tangible, physical products that offer benefits to 

consumers for example, firearms, targets, cartridges, ear protection etc. (Shank, 2009, p. 200).

Lyngby and Skovshoved’s goods and services differ from each other, because Lyngby is using a gun-

range, which was recently restored and updated, which means that many elements are handled 

through technology for example digital score count from targets (see Appendix 10 ‘Lyngby 

Computer’), the ability to move shooting-booths at their two separate ranges closer or further 

from targets (ranging from 25 to 15 to 10 meters) to name a few. Skovshoved on the other hand is 

less modern and shooting targets are to be inspected up close to confirm points, furthermore 

changing the distances is only possible by walking between the two ranges, where one consist of a 

25 meter range and the other a 15 meter range. The backstop and ventilation-systems are old, but 

a newly restoration-project has been granted to refurbish the ranges, which was initiated from 

September 2017 until February 2018.
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As explained earlier, each club is responsible for its own goods and services; however, they do have

common attributes, especially in terms of the goods. Firstly, the clubs offer a variety of firearms, 

which can be borrowed and chosen from freely by experienced shooters. These includes rifles, 

pistols and revolvers, large calibers and small calibers. Thus a pistol/revolver with a large caliber is 

called a ‘large pistol/revolver’, and equally a pistol/revolver that uses a small caliber is called a 

‘small pistol/revolver’. The firearm category is individual preference, however shooting clubs often 

have a custom in regards to less experienced shooters, when they are allowed to shoot different 

firearms. Due to the nature of the rifles, which are single shot bolt action rifles (the action has to 

be manually cycled after each shot) with a small caliber (.22), rifles are often used as a beginners’ 

firearm, and when satisfactory shooting ability has been proven, the shooter can move onto ‘small’

pistol caliber firearms. 

Pistols and revolvers, both small and large calibers, often differ in brand, frame-size, weight, recoil, 

trigger sensibility, sights and more, which gives the individual shooter many products to choose 

from. 

When the shooter has completed the ‘small pistol’, with satisfactory results, they can begin to 

shoot ‘large pistol’ and revolvers. Due to length of the barrel, caliber, recoil, grip (and management

of it) among others, pistols and revolvers can often be too much for some shooters to like due to 

the noise and/or the ‘snap’ from recoil, which is felt in the shooters hand after each shot, this is 

also why the complementary offerings of firearms and calibers often differ. 

This product diversity gives the two shooting clubs a good ability in terms of ‘tangibility’, because 

they are fairly adopted to each individual consumers’ preferences (Shank, 2009, p. 202).

Another critical good-consumption is the ammunition. As explained earlier, ammunition differ in 

price, which is primarily a result of caliber-size (as more metal is spend on large cartridges) and the

quality of production, which can offer better or worse accuracy. 

As was discussed earlier, the majority of shooters enjoy the sport for reasons that are not related 

to serious competitions, this also means that the quality of ammunition is low to medium, as the 

ability of functioning’s (the cartridges ability to fire) are to many, the cost-benefit they want to pay 

to shoot. This ammunition is sufficient for sports-shooting purposes, and it was noted in the 

interview with the chairperson, that the low-quality ammunition was mostly not the cause of bad 

hit-placement but rather a result of poor shooting-technique. 
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Mandatory shooting technique and safety procedure is part of attending a shooting-association. 

Lyngby also offers a local championship event, and trips to national shooting competitions. Lyngby 

also has the advantage of a brand new range which offers different shooting distances, 10, 15 and 

25 meters, allow larger handgun calibers (.45 ACP for example) and turning shooting targets. 

Skovshoved on the other hand, only allows and rents small caliber rifles and pistols, and up to .357 

Magnum (medium pistol calibers), thus limiting their product-selection. The reason for this 

limitation is due to the ‘back-stop’ at the range, which is the angled metal surface behind the 

shooting-targets, who ‘captures’ the bullets and prevent ricochets. Skovshoved’s backstop is made 

of thinner metal than at Lyngby, and powerful calibers could damage it. Shooting takes place at 

Skovshoved once a week on Wednesdays in the evening, 6-7 pm for junior shooters (10-18 year-

olds) and 7-9 pm for senior shooters. New adult shooters have three ‘green-card’ days divided onto

three different Wednesdays where they can try shooting, and afterwards they have to start paying 

the member-fee if they want to continue shooting at the club, after they have submitted a clean 

criminal record.

Skovshoved has incorporated cheaper prices for children, for example by giving the first two 

shooting-sessions for free, which includes a safety-course and shooting-introduction with a 

member of the club as instructor, however grown-ups will have to pay a fee of 90 kroner for the 

course and 140 kroner for the three ‘green-card’ days. Furthermore, the fee for renting a booth at 

the club is 20 kroner for junior-shooters and 40 kroner for senior-shooters (skovserskydning.dk, 

conditions for enrollment at the club).

Lyngby has a similar initiative which offers instruction and introduction-courses five times a year, 

but having enough volunteers to serve as instructors, is a problem. 

6.2. Price

As previously described, there are two main prices for consumers associated with sports shooting: 

Ammunition and members-fees.

The member-fee does not deviate substantially from other sports, however the overall spending is 

slightly higher compared to some of the most popular sports.

As explained Skyttebutikken makes it possible for shooters to pay a minimum price for their 

ammunition, which means that the ammunition prices at the clubs are very hard, if not impossible,

to compete with for other distributors. This has the effect that competition in terms of ammunition
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sales to shooting clubs members is low, and thus members often prefer to buy ammunition at the 

club, which removes the inconvenience of bringing ammunition themselves.

Skovshoved has a yearly member fee of 575 kroner per year for junior-shooters (18 or younger) 

and 975 kroner for senior-shooters (19 or older), while Lyngby has a yearly fee of 500 kroner for 

seniors (20 or older) and 350 kroner for juniors (19 or younger). At the time of writing, Lyngby had 

175 members, 8 of which are women, and of these only 25 were under 18.

Money from members-fees often go to buy new firearms for member-usage, and these firearms 

are often very expensive (some may cost between 5.000 and 20.000 kroner), as well as small 

budget for Lyngby to administer its web page. Skovshoved had, at the time of writing, 139 

shooting-members, 22 of those were junior-shooters and only a handful were women. As I was not

able to conduct the interview with the chairperson, I corresponded with the business manager for 

the entire facility, where Skovshoveds’ shooting club is located, Henrik Baaner and received the 

numbers from him (skovser.dk ‘Skovshoved kontakt’). 

As ammunition was originally designed for warfare with storage in mind, the product itself can be 

stored for longer periods of time, which unlike a burger at the local football stadium, is not 

required to be sold on the day of unpacking. This means that the perishability property is not easily

lost for ammunition (Shank, 2009, p. 203). Thus, the clubs are not dependent on selling their 

ammunition in a given time-space, and thus discount is not offered to shooters.

Lyngby buys in its ammunition in large bulks of 100.000 kroner each time from Skyttebutikken, and

in return, the club receives a 20 percent discount. This amount of ammunition the club is able to 

be stored due to its large weapons-safe.

Skovshoved, on the other hand has a smaller weapon-storage room (which also houses 

ammunition), and thus has a less possibility to purchase in bulks.

Prices of ammunition do not always stay consistent however. I was able to conduct an interview 

with a private firearms and ammunition importer, named ‘Vaabensmeden’ to understand the 

prices of this product. Ammunition is not manufactured in Denmark for civilian use, due to Danish 

labor-costs, but is instead imported from several other countries. As explained previously, 

ammunition is made of several metal-components, and these components are traded, among the 

ammunition-industry, in dollars. This means that Danish ammunition-prices fluctuate, depending 

on the price of the dollar; If the dollar-value goes up, so does the price on ammunition and vice-

versa (see Appendix 11 ‘Vaabensmeden Transcript’).
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At the current time of writing, the prices on ammunition in both clubs are fairly similar, if we 

compare the medium/low quality types. Which means that, to name the most popular calibers, 

one 9 mm costs a little more than 2 kroner, while one .22 costs 0,6 kroner.

6.3. Promotion

The clubs are using several strategies to make aware of themselves, which will be discussed.

Lyngby has a group on Facebook with (at the time of writing) 129 members, furthermore the club 

has its own web site where information’s about the club, pictures, weapons etc. are displayed, 

however no further spending is being used on marketing. Instead, club recruitment mostly rely on 

‘word-of-mouth’ from its members to friends or family. Skovshoved on the other hand has a fairly 

limited web site, which only states basic information and the shooters share the web site with the 

others sports in the facility, furthermore, the club does not have a Facebook-page.

Due to the fact that both clubs are dependent on the municipality’s land plot, the association and 

the municipality-administration both want to deliver a service/good to the citizens, which means 

that both Lyngby-Taarbæk and Gentofte (where the clubs are located in) municipalities have an 

interest in informing its citizens of the nearby sports and other activities. Both municipalities have 

comprehensible web sites, which include information about the shooting-ranges, which gives the 

clubs another advertisement platform (gentofte.dk, ‘clubs overview’, and lyngbyidraetsby.ltk.dk, 

‘shooting clubs’). 

And finally, the clubs also have a third web site platform, as they are both organized under DGI. On 

DGI’s web site, a map-overview of local clubs across Denmark has been provided for easy 

identification of addresses of firearms-clubs (DGI.dk ‘Find en forening’). 

During the time of writing, Lyngby has had a school contact them via its web site to participate in 

School-Sports Shooting, which the club will try to make happen, but as mentioned, the problem 

arises because of the number of instructors which can be available at the of day.

6.4. Place

Once again, the shootings-sport’s different nature to others sports has to be taken into account in 

this section. It should be noted that both Lyngby and Skovshoved are located in clubs, which 

confined inside a basement-like facility.
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There are several requirements that a gun-range has to for fill in order to be allowed to function. 

An in-door gun range requires a specially designed facility usually located in a basement, as the 

facility has to be safe in relation to the surrounding area as well as actively reducing the level of 

noise, which can easily exceed 160 decibel. Outdoor shooting-ranges have to take slightly different 

precautions related to stray-bullets, which means that the surrounding area on an out-door 

shooting-range, which sometimes results in these outdoor-ranges being fairly isolated in the 

countryside are situated away from housing areas. This means that both Lyngby and Skovshoved 

are located in closed constructions, as they are both situated in a Copenhagen-suburb area. This in 

turn has an effect on the products, which are offered at the clubs. Both Lyngby and Skovshoved 

does for example not allow ‘large’ rifle calibers, as the indoor backstops at both clubs are not 

sturdy enough to absorb continuous energy of such a large magnitude. In order for Lyngby’s 

members to shoot with large rifle-calibers, the club arranges field-shooting trips to military  

outdoor shooting-ranges. The safety precautions also limit the range’s visibility, unlike for example 

a tennis-court or football-pitch which are often visible to by-passers, however both clubs are 

located in facilities, which houses several others sports, and the ranges are only visible to outsiders

by guiding arrows and a ‘shooting-range’-sign inside the buildings.

On the contrary, the suburban location also offers a larger possibility of nearby consumer-

prospects, than if the clubs were situated in less densely populated areas. 

Both Skovshoved and Lyngby share their respective shooting-range with other shooting-clubs. 

Lynbgy shares the range with 8 other clubs and uses the range two times a week, which also 

means that the range itself is very active around the clock, and thus is made good use of by. 

Skovshoved shares its range with one other association, Hellerup Skyde-Selskab (but only the small

caliber rifles shooters at this association) one day a week that means that several days a week the 

range is not in use.

As mentioned earlier Hellerup Skyde-Selskab shoots mostly at Amager or at DGI-byen, this is due 

to several reasons including historical tradition, but also due to a lack of long-range shooting-

ranges, and historical increase in yearly member-fee for Hellerup shooters at the club in Gentofte.

7. Cultural aspects in Denmark
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To have an understanding of the world-view of Danish people, several cultural theories have been 

analyzed which argue that culture influence peoples consumer-behavior.

Geert Hofstede’s surveys were a landmark in the studying field in cultural theory, which was based 

on his enormous amount of respondents, its ability to collectively describe all cultures, and that his

dimensions had theoretical moorings (Nakata, 2009, p. 3-4).

According to Hofstede, culture can be defined as ‘...the collective programming of the mind that 

distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from another.’ (Hofstede, 2001, p. 

9). Culture is learned through the person’s social environment, which is a collective phenomenon 

that consists of unwritten rules of the social game (Hofstede & Minkov, 2010, p. 6). Ronald 

Inglehart has a similar notion of culture as he describes it as: … ‘a system of attitudes, values and 

knowlegde that is widely shared within a society and is transmitted from generation to generation’ 

(Inglehart, 1997, p. 15). Both theorists utilize culture and opinions as basis for comparisons of 

countries, thus they supplement each other well, when we want to analyze possible similarities 

and differences between Denmark and the US.

Hofstede’s research on cultural dimensions of a society includes ranking scores on for example 

femininity vs. masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, individualism vs. collectivism among others, 

based on data from over 70 countries (Geert-hofstede.com, national culture).

Danish authors Pilgaard and Rask argue that the mentality change in Danish society may be 

reflected in what type of sports people enjoy, as well as the activities in these sports. In order to 

understand the changing values and society, Ronald Inglehart and Geert Hofstede have addressed 

the mentality change, which will aid us to answer the main question.

Inglehart proposes his own view on the theory of ‘Modernization’, which he argues is a result of a 

supportive relationship between economics, culture and politics (. 10-11). These societies change 

over time from agrarian to industrial to modern and to postmodern. 

As we have seen earlier, the whole idea of The Danish Shooting Clubs was not, as it is today, 

initiated to encourage local community and sportsmanship but instead to defend the country, 

which can be labeled as a more national-serving institution. The original idea of training in 

shooting among civilians could thus be seen as an initiative conducted by the state in a 

bureaucratic manner, which fits his idea of modernism (Ibid, p. 8). 

The theory proposes that underlying culture takes many years to change, which could be 

speculated to why the some shooting communities have a fairly conservative attitude towards 
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what the objective of shooting is and how it should not be linked to shooting games like paintball 

and hardball. As mentioned earlier, the anti-military past still seem to influence present day 

thinking, which is in line with Inglehart’s theory regarding cultural change. (Inglehart, 1997, p. 19). 

There seems to have been a different notion of reasons to shoot among the young participants, 

where the social aspect was not as present a reason. 

To visualize the differences among countries, he arranged them on a map with an X-axis, which 

represents the survival vs. self-expression values, and a Y-axis, which represent secular-rational 

values vs. traditional values.

Inglehart argues that more rich societies tend to lean towards a self-expressional dimension than a

survival dimension on the horizontal axis (Inglehart, 1997, p. 84). Denmark is among the countries 

like Sweden and the Netherlands who are very self-expressional, which unlike survival values puts 

more emphasis on quality of life than on materialist values. Inglehart’s map is illustrated below 

(Denmark is located towards the upper-right corner).
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On the secular-rational vs. traditional axis, Denmark has secular placement on the axis, which 

favors individualistic achievements rather than for example nationalistic emphasis. 

He argues, among other reasons, that Danes are argued to be very self-expressional because of the

emergence of the welfare state after the Second World War, which means that survival values are 

very low due to a high level of existential security. This consequence of security fosters human 

interactions, which frees them ascriptive communal ties and closed social circles (Inglehart & 

Welzel, 2005, p. 23-24). This theory could explain the consequences, previously mentioned, 

regarding the large occurrence of people who attend new sports, instead of following in the 

footsteps of others in more traditional sports.
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Regarding traditional vs. secular values, Denmark and the US have a noticeable difference on this 

axis. The US has high traditional value, which represents attitudes of more traditional family-values

and parent-child ties, religion and deference to authority, while the opposite is true of for example 

Denmark (worldvaluesurvey.org). The placement of countries has been calculated via large amount

of questions, indicated by a score of low to high importance (which ranges from 1 to 100), which 

can give us further comparable numbers between the US and Denmark (Inglehart et, al., 2004, p. 

2). This is a more thorough investigation into cultural aspects, and it is noteworthy, that Denmark 

(87) and the US (95) have a similar high aspect of ‘family importance’ and similar medium attitude 

towards importance of friends (DK: 55, US: 64) (Ibid, Table A001 and A0023).

Hofstede argues that Danes are very curious due to lack of the ‘need of predictability’, and this 

curiosity is encouraged from a very young age. Pilgaard & Rask notes that Danish children play on 

average three different sports at the time, and 30 percent of children answered that when they 

stop attending one sport, it was because they chose another (Pilgaard & Rask, 2016, p. 19 and 30). 

This could indicate that a high sense of security, affects the children’s shifting choices in sports, as 

in-groups and loyalty is not important to Danes. This is due to the individualistic culture and thus 

finding a preferable sport seems more important than having focus on a place of ‘belonging’ 

(Geert-hofstede.com, Denmark).

Denmark and the US have several similar high-scores in the dimensions such as ‘indulgence’ and 

‘individualism’, but they also differ between high and low on ‘masculinity vs. femininity’ (Geert-

hofstede.com, United States). According to the Danish 2012-study on shooting, competition was 

not among the top-scoring reasons to shoot, which could be interpreted as a result of Danish 

society’s low masculinity score, which has a strong emphasis on competition.

Americans tend to be more interested in either ‘improving hunting skills’ (19 percent) or 

‘improving shooting skills’ (17 percent) and these reasons could be related to Hofstedes’ theory 

about high ‘masculinity’, which has a focus on ‘achievement’ and ‘success’(RM/NSSF, 2008, p. 72). 

Using the works of Inglehart and Hofstede should however not give absolute conclusions. 

Predicting human nature is very difficult, as it has to incorporate many factors, which means that 

the theory should not be given as a definite answer (Inglehart, 1997, p. 65). A study, which 

3It should be noted that in Inglehart’s book, pages are in parts of the book not stated but is instead 
indicated only by their table-letter and number.
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replicated Hofstede’s study by his own manual, found that several that the results of their 

examination deviated from Hofstede’s on several of his purposed dimensions (Eringa et al., 2015, 

p. 193).

7.1. American findings: Future Hunting

The American report ‘Future Hunting’ states several initiatives to retain and recruit members, and 

the implementation of these. The paper examined a similar trend among American shooters, as 

has been analyzed with Danish shooters, which was a declining number of sports shooters and 

hunters.

In order to combat this trend a marketing plan, which states an overall plan to increase shooting 

participation, was finalized in the end of the paper and was based om recommendations towards 

shooting-communities to understand the market and ‘...tailoring programs, products, services and 

messages by tailoring product, price, place and promotion efforts...’ (RM/NSSF, 2008, p. 198).

The recruitment suggestions are very thorough, and thus not all can be stated, however several 

proposed initiatives are related to younger shooters. These initiatives included recommended 

efforts of trying to directly focus on recruitment of people under the age of 16 and younger, 

recruitment through fathers as preferable, family participation, establishment of friendships in the 

sport, recruitment advertisement directed towards children, shooting is fun and several other (Ibid, 

p. 201-204). 

Another list of recommended initiatives was made for retention, which recommended a larger 

variety of activities, thinking of families as whole instead of individual members, members work 

obligation or free time, encourage scheduling of shooting participation (Ibid, p. 206-209). 

Furthermore, Future Hunting assess the issue of women and shooting, which notes that recent 

‘women-only’ programs have been very successful for girls and women to participate in the sport, 

as females are also underrepresented in the American shooting-community (Ibid, p. 220).

7.2. Considerations regarding American implementation suggestions on Danish shooting clubs

First of all it should be noted that even though Danes and Americans may have some-what similar 

attitudes, in terms of Inglehart and Hofstedes’ cultural theories, the institutions surrounding 

shooters and the clubs are very different. A cautious notion has been regarded, when comparing 
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these two nations, as has been stated in other papers due to the uniqueness of American gun-

culture in the Western World (Koeppel & Nobles, 2017, p. 66-67). 

Danish gun-laws are stricter than American gun laws, which is a result of history, which has its 

origins in the American Second Amendment regarding the right to keep and bear arms, which is 

still heavily debated, nonetheless is part of American culture (loc.gov).

In Danish sports shooting, the culture of shooting and handling firearms is mostly kept inside ‘the 

walls’ of the shooting clubs, and not trying to draw too much attention towards themselves, 

especially in the Copenhagen area, which is caused by several reasons. Firstly, it was noted that 

among some of these shooting clubs there was a tendency to be reluctant to appeal to new 

members, which could have ‘bad intentions’ as I was told by a DGI-consultant. Secondly, which is 

related to the first reason, there have been several gang-related shooting-incidents, which 

contributed to a tainted image of the legal firearms-environment due to episodes involving 

firearms. The Danish shooting-organizations have counseled the Ministry of Justice regarding the 

so-called ‘Bandepakke’ (literally ‘Gang-package’), which is an initiative from 2017 to fight gangs  

(DGI.dk, Det betyder ændringerne i Bandepakken).

The guiding role of the firearms community, also underlines its important role in supplying its 

knowledge to politicians. Another incident, which has put firearms in the spotlight, was in 

December 2016 in Copenhagen, where a member of a shooting club had left the club with one of 

the club’s weapons and had shot and killed a police officer. This incident initiated a debate 

regarding the Danish shooting-clubs and the accessibility to the weapons and safety in the clubs 

(DSkyU, 2017, Annual Report, p. 6). A new set of actions will require shooting members, who are 

not firearms-owners themselves but borrow the clubs’ weapons, to be background checked prior 

and several other safety regulations regarding the handling of firearms at the clubs. The actions 

will, however, not influence attendees at open-house days, company-events or introduction 

courses for outsiders to try the sport, which could indicate that possible new members will not be 

immediately affected in a possible recruitment period (DGI.dk, Det betyder ændringerne i 

Bandepakken).

RM and NSSF greatly emphasizes on recruiting children as young as possible, as this ensures a 

higher possibility of becoming active shooters as adults: ‘Active shooters typically started shooting 

at a younger age than did inactive shooters. Phase III found that 52percent of active shooters had 
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begun shooting by the age of 12, but only 33percent of inactive shooters had begun by that 

age’(RM/NSSF, 2008, p. 70). 

I was made aware by a sports-consultant at DGI, that Danish shooting clubs can have a tendency to

be overly cautious regarding handing children under the age of 12 firearms, and thus the trust 

towards children’s mental capabilities to handle firearms safety seems to be a barrier to some 

Danish clubs. This problem can be circumvented; if some clubs are reluctant to let to shoot 

firearms children, by making air guns available however, this is the choice the individual club can 

make.

One DGI-consultant also noted a lack of team-shooting events at local clubs, which seem to be an 

important function to maintain members since the ‘fun-side’ of shooting the same way over and 

over again with unvarying activities. ‘Future Hunting’ notes that camaraderie, like team-shooting, 

tends to be a key motivation for participants to repeat attending the sport, especially among 

women (Ibid, p. 219-220). The reason that that male family-members were recommended as 

recruiters, especially fathers, was explained by their mentoring role (Ibid, p. 68 and 202).  Thus the 

American findings relating to shooting-initiation, seem to be aligned with Danes’ shooting-

initiation where 53 percent of active shooters became a member because of either a family-

member or a close friend introduced them to the sport (Bjerrum et al., 2012, p. 116).  

Trying out shooting is a good way to introduce non-shooters to become possible shooting-

members, but the Danish shooting clubs have a limit to how many introductory days non-members

can attend, before they will have to pay a member-fee. This also means that the recruitment 

process will have to be very effective to make consumers pay the one year-fee. Thus the process of 

whether to continue at the club or discontinue the sport is critical in the first steps of acquiring a 

large amount of potential long-time members. As explained, members tend to stay the first year 

because of the shooting itself, but interest tends to ease off, and thus activities need to be added 

to ensure a high retention rate, according to DGI-consultants.

8. General macro-environment and SWOT-analysis

In order to analyze the shooting clubs and their environment, the SWOT analysis can give us a set 

of tools to understand organizations in the industry or a situation, and is often used by 

organizations to serve as a basic for the development of marketing plans. Furthermore, the model 
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gives a good overview, and the points I have analyzed will be processed in the discussion and 

recommendations. 

The SWOT is used to identify cultural impediments and advantages and external governmental 

roles as well as internal company issues, and can be used both at individual level and on a bigger 

scale, for example between several companies, countries and entire industries. The SWOT is done 

through the four analysis points known as Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. 

Threat and opportunities can generally be applied to companies in an industry while strengths and 

weaknesses are specific to a company (Venugopal, 2010, p. 65-66).

The four points can be divided into a quadrant by drawing a vertical and an intersecting horizontal 

line in the center, these four smaller squares can thus include a listing of favorable and unfavorable

internal strengths and weaknesses and external opportunities and threats. Strengths are assets 

which are often unique to an organization, for example marketing skills, human resources etc., 

while weaknesses can include problems such as weak market exposure/recognition. Opportunities 

can be new suppliers, expansion of a market, services and the likes, while threats can face whole 

industries, examples could be legislation, changes in demographic makeup of the customer base, 

new technology, changes in the economy, or an unstable environment. Threats are usually 

negative, but can also be turned into opportunities if acted upon correctly (Helms, 2013, p. 2-3).

There are however downsides to the SWOT-analysis, since its greatest strength, simplicity, may also

be its biggest weakness. An example of a weakness could be, if the analyzer was to look at 

environmental factors, these can be very short-lived, which makes a long-time plan problematic, or

too narrow of a focus could not be taken into perspective. Another difficulty is spotting differences 

in regards to internal and external issues, furthermore emerging technology can be hard to 

determine if they will can act as strengths or weaknesses for a given industry (Ibid, p. 3-4). Both 

Lyngby and Skovshoved have similarities, but also several differences at the clubs, which will be 

stated.
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Internal origin External origin

Strenghts Weaknesses Opportunities Threats

Sk
ov

sh
ov

ed

 Fairly small club, which 
some what limits the 
amount of members

 Lack of promotion and 
marketing

 Lack of internet 
communication and 
pictures/videos

 Low information online
 Lack of rentable air-guns

 Good marketing-
opportunities to advertise for
the new shooting-range in 
2018

Ly
ng

by

 New, distance-adjustable 
shooting range, exhaust-
system, large selection of 
new weapons

 Large bulk-purchase of 
ammunition saves money

 User-friendly web page
 Large weapon-safe for 

storing ammunition and 
firearms

 Varying quality among 
cartridges in each caliber

 Able to shoot larger pistol 
caliber (.45 ACP)

 Lack of instructors, which 
results in less possible 
introduction courses which 
then results in slower 
recruitment

 Possible school-class 
attending the club, which 
could generate new youth-
members

Bo
th

 c
lu

bs

 Good selection of both 
small and medium caliber-
firearms

 Multiple range-distances
 Sport is non-physical 

demanding which results in 
possible competition 
between gender and age-
segments

 Large focus on a good social 
community

 Located in an urban 
populated area with many 
potential consumers

 Security-surveillance
 Cheap ammunition
 Part of the organization of 

DGI which enables greater 
influence in the political 
debate

 Gun-range visibility inside 
the building where the 
clubs are located, is 
somewhat low

 Fairly introverted 
communities and culture

 Tainted reputation of 
firearms-communities due 
to macro-related firearms-
incidents and societal 
ignorance

 Lack of physical activity
 Lack of youth compared to 

other sports
 Shooting-sport requires 

space and large amount of 
security-procedures

 Urban location hinders the 
possibility of own out-door 
long distance-range

 Lack of female shooters

 Newly established co-
operation with hunters which
acts as connection to the 
political debate in the EU

 After the fusion with DGI, the
organization’s large web-
platform enables the clubs to
reach more people

 Technological development, 
can offer less monotony for 
shooters

 Suburban environment offers
potential members in close 
proximity

 The prices on ammunition 
can fluctuate

 Firearms-‘cool factor’ can be 
used to recruit children

 Pupils indicate high interest 
in trying sports-shooting

 Promotion of the large 
amount of different firearms,
including historical pieces.

 Competition from other 
sports, especially emerging 
nice-sports

 EU and the political 
environment can cripple 
the sport by restricting or 
limiting firearms

 The prices on ammunition 
can fluctuate 

 Annual Decrease in funding 
from DGI

 Large macro-environmental 
focus on physical activity 

8.1. Sub-conclusion of analysis

Based on interview with the chairperson at Lyngby Skyttelaug and observations at Skovshoved 

Skydning, an inside-knowledge of DGI-shooting clubs in North Zealand were explored, which was 

formulated into the 4 P’s model. Members/consumers at Lyngby were also interviewed and 
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revealed qualitative opinions of young shooters as users of shootings-sport. The analyzes focusing 

on the inside and outside environment of the shooting-clubs were finally comprised into a SWOT-

analysis.

Furthermore, to give look at possible future consumers, pupils were interviewed in the near 

proximity of the clubs, to determine their knowledge and interests, for example regarding sports 

and the shooting sport. Inspiration to the questions were drawn from a comprehensive American 

study investigating the American shooting community, which included suggestions for recruitment 

and retention-strategies for shooting-clubs. In order to make use of the American investigation and

explore if the suggestions could be applied into a Danish context, several cultural-theories were 

applied, including the works of Inglehart and Hofstede to analyze similarities and differences 

between the two cultures.

9. Discussion

As it was summed up in the sub-conclusion in the previous part, we now have a basis to discuss 

the exploratory recommendation. This will be addressed in the following section by trying to offer 

alternative courses of action and address new possibilities for the shooting-clubs to address the 

issues of retention and recruitment of youths.

By analyzing the conducted interviews, observations and cultural theory, we have now generated a

marketing-mix understanding of the clubs as well as the environment they are located within. The 

discussion-section will thus focus on the knowledge that we have generated to address new 

possibilities for the shooting-clubs. 

9.1. Cultural aspects

As noted by both Inglehart and Hofstede, Danes and Americans have similarities, but also some 

differences. As was noted by Pilgaard and Rask, Danish children seem to have moved into more 

individual and self-realizing sports, which corresponds well with Inglehart and Hofstede’s theories. 

This was also evident in the interviews, as the children stated that the choice of sports, which they 

participated in, was chosen because they liked the sport and wanted to try new things. This could 

indicative a self-realizing attitude, as it was often a choice based on personal interest, and not an 

initiation, which came from the parents. This result could, as Hofstede argues, be a consequence of

the more feminine Danish culture where the phrases of ‘liking what you do’ and including others 

seem to fit well, and can be argued to be a driving element in the participation in the sport. As 
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stated by all the children, including the shooter Noah, member-fees are paid by parents, and as 

Hofstede expresses, Danes have a high ‘indulgence’-score, which means that the amount of money

spent is not the most important thing, but instead the enjoyment. Thus price-sensitivity when 

choosing a sport to attend appears to be of neglect influence.

Hofstede identifies Danes as low scoring on the ‘need of predictability’ and this seem to be 

confirmed through the interviews with non-shooters, as some of the children would attend many 

new sports when they had finished a season. This notion seem to be confirmed by Inglehart as 

Danish parents find it important to encourage ‘independence’ at home with a score of ‘81’ 

(Inglehart, et al. ,2004, table A029). The curiosity to try new things and expand the knowledge of 

different sports seem to true, and this is possibly of both negative and positive nature for the 

shooting clubs. Because of the cultural curiosity, attracting the children to try sports-shooting and 

perhaps stay for a year appear to be more easily accomplished, on the contrary retaining them at 

the clubs and not drop out in favor of another sport is more tricky, which the interviews with DGI-

consultants also noted.

Both Danes and Americans score high on Inglehart’s question revolving the importance of ‘family’, 

and this also seemed evident through the interviews, where the children indicated, that if they 

would try to attend a club, they would do so with their fathers, rather than friends. This was noted 

by the youth-shooter Noah who stated that he was introduced to the firearms-community through

his father. Appealing through father could be of good advantage to the clubs when we compare it 

to ‘Future-Hunting’s’ statement that great importance on introduction by family members to new 

shooters gives a better long-term retention possibility. As acknowledged, the largest number of 

shooters are middle-aged men, which means that the possibility of them having children is fairly 

high, this could be a possible recruitment strategy which the clubs could make use of.

Thus appealing to fathers at the club to bring their children shooting could be one possibility, or by 

appealing externally towards possible new members by advertising to fathers and their 

daughters/sons to try shooting and have a good time together (RM/NSSF, 2008, p. 203). In the 

American investigation, this in turn also had the positive effect, that when fathers took their 

children shooting, their own participation also increased by 27 percent afterwards (M/NSSF, 2008, 

p. 75).

9.2. Female shooters
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As noted, sports shooting is very much a sport for everybody, and some factors actually indicate 

that females may be better (at least shown by competition statistics) than their male counterparts. 

This can be a strength to be used in promoting the sport, as males females can compete equally 

regardless of their physical status, which can also serve as an appeal to families or girl and 

boyfriend segments. The young shooter, Jeannette, was an example of the this type of joint-

attending at the club. It was previously analyzed how boy and girlfriends had a negative effect on 

participating sports shooting, but by appealing to the pairs to join the club and spend time there 

together, could be a way to continue youth-shooters to stay active.

The analysis of females indicates a strong ability in sports shooting that the clubs should be highly 

promoting, when differentiating itself compared to other sports.

This however does not change the fact, that females are under-represented in the shooting sport, 

which seem to have a self-disruptive effect on female numbers due to the lack of self-identification

with other females. Almost 1/3 of American female shooters indicated that they would shoot more

often if there were more women attending, which seems to confirm to some extent the notion 

stated by the DGI-consultants (NSSF, 2014, Women Gun Owners).

Thus a focus on females should also be highly-prioritized, but as was indicated by several girls 

during the interviews, due to their less frightening nature, air-guns should be able to be rented at 

the clubs, if the clubs want to involve the other possible half of the population better.

Another aspect, which can appeal to female non-shooters is the increase of self-confidence which 

shooting is useful for, especially among young girls where this seem to be an issue (dgi.dk 

‘Skydning giver teenagepiger selvværd’). Due to the shooting-clubs high social-awareness, they are 

excellent in supporting their own members and, according to the article, particularly females, 

which is a great advantage. However, when the clubs lack advertisement about this particular 

strength, the total potential could be viewed as neglected.

9.3. Computer games and sports-shooting

Computer games seemed to consist of a large part of the interviewed boy’s spare time, which 

often consisted of shooting games. These shooting-games included both modern, First and Second 

World War, while games and movies had an impact on the attitude and knowledge about firearms. 

The boys from Taarbæk Skole expressed that shooting firearms from games would be very 
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interesting, and adding weapons from shooting games is certainly possible as a promotion 

initiative. The culture in the shooting-community could however be hard to convince regarding 

such an initiative, as this would mean that the shooting clubs would re-enter the military-

connected past, which they have opposed in both the past and present. 

As dropouts mostly occurred among teenagers, a possible solution to this problem could be to 

combine the shooting-sport with computer-games, as the teenage-segment was among the largest

consumers of these games. An initiative, previously, conducted by a DGI-shooting club has had 

good results with both boys and girls, where the club has hosted several LAN-parties4. This is done 

by the club by inviting youth-shooters and their friends to attend the event, which has resulted in a

couple of new shooters and a better retention-rate among their teenage-members (dgi.dk ‘Unge 

elsker LAN-party). 

9.4. New disciplines

As was noted by a consultant at DGI, after the children attended the sport for a year, a stalemate 

phase occurs for child-shooters, as the ‘fun’ part about shooting and weapons ease out. This is also

very problematic in terms of the large offerings of an alternative competing sport, since they will 

make the choice after attending one year to either stay or choose a new sport. Thus providing 

encouragement to new challenges initiated by the clubs, for example competition, moving targets, 

other weapons etc., could help the retention rate.

The pupils indicated in the interviews that they would prefer real firearms over air-soft guns for 

example, which seem to hamper the notion from the organization of DGI that psychical activity 

should be part of sports and a way to legitimize spending the tax-payers money and increase 

national health. A large-scale initiative with air-soft weapons would from the interview-results in 

this paper not be the most popular one. Psychical activity involving firearms is problematic due to 

the obvious dangers of running and shooting with firearms, which requires skilled shooters not to 

be dangerous, which very likely eliminate the possibility for many children to initiate such a 

discipline. A discipline that both incorporates physical activity and firearms, which children could 

attend, looks like a problematic subject.

4 Local Area Network (LAN-party) is a term used for a gathering of people gaming under one roof 
who play together.
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9.5. External Image of shooting clubs and the promotion of firearms

It was analyzed that the firearms-community culture is hesitant regarding outsiders, particularly in 

the Copenhagen-area.

Violence carried out in gang-related incidents, risk of terrorist-attacks and ignorance towards 

firearms has to a certain extend created a negative atmosphere revolving firearms communities, 

which the shooting clubs and hunters in Denmark have tried to combat. The Danish Police has over

the years conducted ‘sense-of-security’-rapports, which indicate neighborhoods in Copenhagen 

having a low security-index. The low security-feeling in these areas, however is not a new 

phenomenon and cannot solely be a result of recent events, as the trend can traced back to 2013 

(Polities Tryghedsindeks 2016, p. 6-7). Another report from 2015 also indicates that high crime in 

the Greater Copenhagen-area, compared to other parts of the country, is not a new trend. It was 

for example noted that among the Danish municipalities, 8 out 10 of the ones with highest crime 

pr. 1.000 inhabitants were in the Greater Copenhagen-area (tv2lorry.dk). These numbers could 

indicate why shooting clubs in Greater Copenhagen are more resistant towards outsiders than the 

rest of the country, and combined with the information I received from a DGI-consultant, there 

seem to be a rational motive for this attitude.

As explained, the firearms-community takes at stand against war-like games and disciplines related

to shooting at human targets, however it has been indicated that children are also interested in 

this ‘dangerous’ aspect about firearms, which can be, to some extent, explained through violent 

movies and video-games.

As the firearms communities (including hunters) are being pressured on several fronts both 

nationally and internationally, they have to, and do, tread carefully. Based on the analysis, the 

image of firearms seem to have a bad image in the public, which has effected the shooting clubs in 

their daily agenda in regarding increased security. The mission of shooting-sports also serve an 

educational purpose, this could be achieved by doing historical events, which involves firearms 

since historical firearms were considered exciting based on one of the focus group interviews. A 

possible campaign-promotion could include ‘Experience history by shooting with it’ or ‘Go back in 

history with our collection from the past’.

10. Marketing mix suggestions
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10.1. Product

The selection of products at the clubs are very diverse, but it was indicated that an even further 

selection of guns could increase the ‘cool-factor’ for example shotguns and scoped rifles (‘sniper 

rifles’). Powerful scoped rifles would not be an available option, because of the rifle’s powerful 

caliber, which the ranges are not capable of handling. Adding shotguns (which would only use less 

powerful birdshot) may be possible to incorporate and thus increasing the weapons selection. But, 

whether the clubs want to incorporate a more powerful firearm, may be up for discussion due to 

shotguns being weapons that scatter many pellets in one shot over a large area instead of one 

precise shot, and thus the idea of aimed controlled fire which the clubs find very relevant could be 

a conflict area.

Another consideration could be to promote moving targets more, firstly because a current 

member (Noah) indicated a more dynamic aspect in shooting and also incorporate team-shooting 

competitions where points were to be counted to conclude the winners. This competition may 

work well due to two aspects, which were mentioned in the interview, firstly because the children 

at Taarbæk Skole stated that they liked teamwork and losing/winning together and secondly 

because self-improvement was a reason to attend a sport.

10.2. Price

Since all of the children’s member-fees were paid by their parents and because the fee is already 

very low and comparable to other sports, as well as the accessibility to very cheap ammunition it is

difficult to argue for price-improvements in the marketing mix. As was mentioned, Lyngby has a 

cheaper member-fee and buys ammunition in bulks, and the limited safe-storage capability may 

seem to be the partial reason for Skovshoveds’ higher member-fee. Another indication that the 

price is not as relevant as the other P’s could be a high level of ‘indulgence’ among Danes 

according to Hofstede, which means that the differentiation between shooting and other sports 

should not primarily focus on cheaper prices when promoting the sport, but focus on the 

‘enjoyment’ and ‘fun’ sides of shooting. It was only among two participants, Jeannette and a pupil 

from Taarbæk Skole, who seemed to care about prices. 

Nevertheless, if further indications would state this issue as serious, the clubs could make potential

members aware of the large selection of ammunition types, ranging from very cheap air-guns 

pellets to more expensive medium cartridges, points towards the sport’s flexibility.
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10.3. Promotion

The promotion aspect can be argued to be most important initiative to be addressed by the clubs. 

The results from the focus groups showed that knowledge about shooting comes from two 

aspects: Shooting-members who interact with friends and family or randomly bypassing a 

shooting-sign located in the facility, which houses several other sports. The latter does seem to 

indicate a mixed advertisement effectiveness result based on the focus group’s comments, 

especially the children at Taarbæk were unaware of Lyngby Skyttelaug even though they possibly 

passed the sign several times.

Increasing members by using existing members is advised as a recruitment strategy, and should be 

encouraged through, particularly, fathers in the clubs. This initiative was proposed in ‘Future 

Hunting’ and due to the cultural theories similar values and attitudes among Danes and Americans,

such an initiative indicate to likely work in a Danish context as well. 

Encouraging female members to ask their female friends to join them and to encourage them to 

start instructing novice girls is important for the female segment, both at present and in the future 

of the sport. The clubs are advised to highly brand their gender and age-less aspects of 

performance in the sport as well as the mental concentration and social aspect

It was further noted that only Lyngby has pictures of their range and products online, which can 

serve as an insight into the ‘introverted’ shooting-sport, via pictures and videos of for example 

shooting competitions and shooting in general on the association’s web sites. This would indicate 

that Skovshoved has to improve its web sites and create a Facebook-page. Furthermore, if it was in

the interest of the clubs, members of their page could share videos, try-out events, pictures etc. to 

their friend-lists, which can help arouse interest for non-members. 

As people (both non-shooters and politicians) seem to lack insight into the firearms-community’s 

security procedures, it needs to be an important point to make when promoting themselves and 

the sport. Firstly, because it can decrease distrust towards firearms both among parents and 

children who are not familiar with firearms, by strongly address a completely safe environment. 

Secondly, because several politicians are ignorant about the safety-procedures at the clubs, and by 

advertising for this safety could help change the perception of the shooting-sport. 

Co-operation with hunting-clubs to include new members could also be a possibility, but as 

discussed hunters have to be at least 16 years of age to hunt, and thus recruitment among hunters 

may at first glance be wasted compared to the objective of recruiting young people. But through 

the focus group interviews, it was unearthed that several children had been on a hunt with family 
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while none of them had been on a gun-range. Thus a possible corporation with hunting-clubs and 

thereby appealing to hunters could be a key possibility to encourage them to include their 

children.

Furthermore, as both clubs have or will soon have new interior and improved ventilation systems, 

a point in possible marketing should be to make possible new shooters aware of this, both because

of its improved visuals but also because of the improved air-quality at the club, which is very 

important in an area with lead-exposure.

10.4. Place

As was mentioned in the initial marketing mix regarding ‘place’, a shooting range requires much 

more space, maintenance, security procedures etc., than for example a football-pitch or basketball 

court to function. Furthermore, the shooting-ranges at both Lyngby and Skovshoved do not serve 

all the full desires of its shooters, as for example a basketball-course does for a basketball team. 

Jeannette as well as several non-shooters remarked that longer ranges would be desirable, the 

Taarbæk Skole pupils indicated this by wanting to shoot ‘sniper-rifles’, which implies a long gun-

range. This would require a corporation with an outside shooting range to be carried out which is 

certainly possible, for example by renting a range on Amager. What indicated a possible success to 

factor in this situation was that Jeannette and Noah did not mind to travel a larger distance to 

shoot, however the extra fee for renting a range may be too excessive for some members. Thus the

limit of the ranges themselves influence the marketing-mix overall. 

Sub-conclusion of discussion

It was discussed that possible initiatives, related to family and fathers, conducted in the US, could 

argued to be of viable usage in a Danish market, because of similar cultural values. The interviews, 

capabilities of the clubs and the general environment were discussed to reason for future actions. 

Several initiatives were based on these discussions, which included the possible aspect of 

computer-games at the clubs, promotion-strategies, which were to target families, and especially 

father and child. Furthermore, the female segment was discussed and how this could be target 

better. The last section was a possible update for the clubs in a revised version of the 4 P’s, and 

how more promotion could be done by appealing to for example a more educational angle by 

combining shooting and history. 
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11. Conclusion

The problem which this paper tried to analyzed, was the organization of DGI and its declining 

number of shooters. It was investigated, how the largest amount of shooters are located in the 

older segment, which could become a serious problem for the survival of the shooting-sport in the 

future in Denmark. It was further investigated how the female segment was highly 

underrepresented in the sport, and how retaining children was a problem. The shooting-

community was investigated through both secondary and primary sources. Two clubs were the 

main subjects in this paper, Lyngby and Skovshoved, to receive and understanding of the inside 

agendas of these shooting clubs and its members, which was achieved through in-depth-interviews

as well as observations. Furthermore, to understand the initiatives and cultural aspects in the 

shooting-community, several consultants were interviewed. 

In order gain knowledge about possible interest, which could serve as future strategies, pupils at 

two schools, Taarbæk Skole and Skovsgaardsskolen, in near proximity of the shooting-clubs were 

chosen as subjects. To understand their world-views a semi-structured interview method was 

applied which yielded personal opinions and preferences regarding sports. It was discovered, that 

non of the children had tried to shoot firearms, but that the boys thought firearms were cool and 

were the most keen on trying to shoot them, while the girls would rather try air-guns due to their 

less violent nature.

The female segment was also investigated because of its low participation in the sport, and it was 

found that several strategies could possibly be encouraged to increase it. For example, more 

encouragement for females to instruct other females, to give girls someone to reflect themselves 

in. Furthermore, there are several positive aspects to shooting which benefit off the range, for 

example self-confident, equal competition among the genders and concentration.

Based on the combined interviews of both current youth-shooters and non sports-shooting 

children I was able to receive an understanding of the driving forces towards sports initiation, 

knowledge about the shooting clubs, interests and opinions regarding shooting.

This paper took a point of view from two clubs under DGI, but as analyzed, the regional clubs are 

all interconnected through funding. Even though the focus was mainly on a more local level, it 
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would seem that this paper could also be of use throughout the organization of DGI to some 

extend, as was analyzed the clubs were very different, but they also had similar aspects in terms of 

overall strategy.

The analysis consisted of an inside-view of the associations to determine their products, prices, 

promotion-strategies and the place they were located.

It was analyzed how publicity is a double-edged sword for the shooting environment, due to the 

miss-usage of firearms in a national as well as international context. But the firearms-community, 

both hunters and sports-shooters had managed to be involved more in the political debate, which 

could serve as an opportunity to enlighten and promote the community in a positive light, 

especially through social media, as the community could be argued currently to be introverted.

However, it was indicated that children, and especially boys, applied a ‘cool-factor’ to weapons, 

which could be traced to computer-games and movies, which could help appeal to youths and in 

the recruitment process.

It was further discussed how a possible revived marketing-mix could yield more success in the 

future. The ‘cool-factor’ was a strength, which the shooting-clubs could make use of in events and 

initiatives by for example combining historical firearms and shooting them, as well as a focus on 

the educational purpose. Furthermore, other initiatives to consider were to focus more on 

disciplines, as it was discovered that monotony could result in dropouts. Several initiatives were 

inspired by an American investigation, which proposed recruitment and retention through, 

particularly, fathers as the paper analyzed this as the best way to retain members in the future. To 

examine if such a strategy could possibly be applied to Danish clubs, the cultural theories were 

applied to analyzed American and Danish values and cultures, in terms of both differences and 

similarities. It was discovered, from a cultural aspect, that American strategies would possibly work

in a Danish context, and thus future promotion-aspect by the clubs should possibly address such 

an initiative.

12. Limitations

Due to the explorative nature of the research, the collected interviews and information indicates 

that sports-shooting in Denmark cannot be seen as a single unit due to the varying attitudes, 

agendas, and organizational operations in each individual association, even though they are 
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organized under the same organization of DGI. To fully grasp an overlaying general pattern would 

very likely only be possible through a large-scale investigation, and thus this investigation does not 

impose an overall suggestion to the problems in DGI-shooting, but rather gives an indication of 

trends of a part of the Copenhagen-area. As it was refereed to by the consultants at DGI, there are 

cultural differences between the regional parts of Denmark, even though the country is small. 

Inglehart’s theory, which is based on questions ranging from 1-100 in score, could thus be varying 

across a small country as Denmark, and thus particular initiatives might have a different affect in 

Copenhagen or Jutland for example.

This is to the same extent also, what Nakata argues for, when she comment the surveys made by 

Hofstede, she argues that immigration and multinational firms have influenced consumers, and 

thus also national cultures (Nakata, 2009, p. 5). This process could particularly have influenced 

values in the Copenhagen-area, where 243.937 immigrants and descendants of immigrants lived in

2016, which equals to almost half of the total number of immigrants and descendants of the entire

country of Denmark (Danmarks Statistik, 2016, p. 16). Another argument is that sub-cultures are all

around us, including in the shooting communities themselves, which can be very difficult to 

pinpoint or analyze as they stretch across many dimensions (Nakata, 2009, p. 131). However, it 

should be argued that identifying all of these dimensions would be an arguably impossible job, and

thus Hofstede and Inglehart will possibly always be able to criticize as too simple arguments. 

In regards to interviews, the paper only accounted for two young shooters, while more had been 

preferably. Jeannette was chosen due to her young age, but a different result with a person ten 

year her senior could maybe have yielded different results, due to the age-gap.  

A further investigation into more of P’s would have been a possibility, for example ‘People’, which 

has to some extend been examined when discussing the possibility of encroaching more women 

into sport. Thus a perspective on how to encourage more members to sign up as volunteers at the 

clubs could be examined further to, for example, acquire more female instructors and thus more 

role models.

As I was not able to control when the interviews were conducted with the schoolchildren, it 

became apparent that the time when the interview was conducted with Skovgaardsskolen at 14:30

right after the children’s last class. This may have affected some of the children in the group as 

some of the boys acted silly, indifferent about the process and were contentiously laughing, which 

seem to have influenced the willingness to give answers from some, particularly two of the girls, 

others in the group.
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The investigations conducted by NSSF and Responsive Management had large-scale investigations 

conducted with proper method, however as NSSF’s members also consist retailers, manufacturers 

and distributors of firearms a possible bias cannot be excluded in their views. And it should be 

noted to anyone reading their publications, that some of these members have financial stake in 

promoting firearms-communities as possible customers (nssf.org).  Furthermore, as discussed, 

legislation regarding firearms are very different in Denmark compared to the US. This in turn has 

the effect that firearms are common in self-defense in the US, and a personal key motivator for 

Americans to attend sports shooting, was due to personal protection and self-defense (RM/NSSF, 

2008, p. 159). 48,8 percent of women interview in another survey owned a firearm for the sole 

purpose of self-defense while only 3,8 percent owned a firearm to get into shooting sports (NSSF, 

2014, p. 38). Thus, it is possible that some Americans began shooting to protect themselves, and 

afterwards began enjoying the sport, which in turn is a non-existing possibility in Denmark. This 

indicate a reverse process of getting into shooting, which begins as a necessity instead of 

enjoyment. Thus, further investigation should be aware of this aspect when comparing American 

firearms-communities to other countries.

Another perspective could have been to include more of the ‘P’s, for example ‘people’, as the 

paper progressed, It became evident that instructors differ across clubs. Their way of working with 

children and giving them a good experience is capable of influencing their first impression of the 

club and its community, which is crucial to make them come back (dgi.dk ‘Skoleskydning giver nye 

medlemmer’).

Due to the circumstances of the Skovshoved chairman, the method was changed to observation of 

my own memorial records. Thus, the validity and reliability of these observations can be argued to 

be lacking and should be trusted upon with great caution.
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